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Abstract
Fundamental quantum physics and quantum information science has found great
experimental success with the implementation of single photons. To date, however,
the majority of quantum optical experiments use large scale (bulk) optical elements
bolted down to an optical bench; an approach that ultimately limits the complexity
and stability of quantum circuits required for quantum science and technology
(QST).
Here, a series of experiments are reported in the emerging field of integrated
quantum photonics that show monolithic waveguide chips to be a suitable platform
for realising the next generation of quantum optical circuits. The thesis begins by
reporting high quality Hong-Ou-Mandel interference-a phenomena that is central
to nearly all photonic QST -in directly written waveguide structures. \Ve then ob-
serve multi-photon quantum interference in lithographically fabricated waveguide
circuits to implement the following demonstrations relevant to quantum computa-
tion, quantum metrology and analogue quantum simulation: (i) a compiled version
of Shor's quantum algorithm is performed to factorize 15, using a number of inte-
grated single- and two-qubit gates; (ii) a reconfigurable circuit is used to observe
super-sensitive quantum interference fringes by manipulating two- and four-photon
number-path entanglement; (iii) high quality quantum interference is observed in
the reconfigurable device, indicating use as a building block for arbitrary reconfig-
urable circuits and (iv) a scheme for heralding two- and four-photon entanglement
is implemented using projective measurement of auxiliary photons.
The capabilities of integrated quantum photonics are extended beyond those
of bulk quantum optics with two further demonstrations using arrays of evanes-
III
Abstract
cently coupled waveguide: (v) continuous quantum interference of two photons in
a 21 mode quantum walk is realised, demonstrating generalisation of the Hong-Ou-
Mandel effect and (vi) the symmetry and quantum correlations of two polarisation
entangled photons injected into a waveguide array are used to directly simulate
quantum interference of fermions, bosons and a continuum of fractional behaviour
exhibited by anyons. The latter demonstration is shown to generalise simulation
of quantum interference in any mode transformation and to simulate quantum
interference of any number of particles. For both demonstrations, implementing
such unitary evolution with bulk optics would require hundreds of individual ele-
ments in a large interferometric structure which in practice is beyond the abilities
of conventional quantum optics.
The results presented in this thesis report elementary integrated circuits for
future quantum devices and presents quantum experiments realised in integrated
photonics, that cannot be realised with bulk optical components. These demon-
strations are foundational in developing a new quantum photonic platform neces-
sary for studying fundamental quantum physics and for advancing quantum infor-
mation science and technology.
iv
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1.1 Introduction to quantum information science
Quantum mechanics predicts that nature, at the atomic and sub-atomic level,
behaves in a way that is counter-intuitive to our conventional macroscopic expe-
rience. A single particle can exist simultaneously in multiple places in superposi-
tion allowing wave-like interference. However, when the particle is observed, its
state 'collapses' to being at only one position with probability, implying any single
quantum event in general cannot be predicted with certainty. Perhaps even more
startling is the phenomena of entanglement; two or more quantum particles can be
separated in space, and yet still share a connection via their combined quantum
state, such that measurement on one particle instantaneously effects the quan-
tum state of the other. Such quantum mechanical phenomena has been observed
with high precision and has ignited a worldwide effort to harness the unique quan-
tum mechanical phenomena of superposition and entanglement to fundamentally
enhance both technology and understanding of the natural world.
Under the umbrella of quantum information science [1], several quantum tech-
nologies have been proposed that are based on encoding and manipulating infor-
mation using quantum superposition and entanglement. Quantum cryptography
[2] aims to fundamentally ensure information security using the laws of quantum
mechanics and already has commercial companies providing quantum key distri-
1
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but ion systems. Quantum computation [3] is a field in which algorit hnis arr being
designed to run on computers that have access to quantum phenomena awl call
solve intractable problems such as factorisation-vthese problems performed ot h-
erwise scale so badly on any computer confined to c-lassical physics that t hev an'
effectively impossible. In the long term. quantum algorit hms will 1)(' run OIl H full
scale universal quantum computer, that is tolerant to computation and fabrica-
tion errors. On such a machine, it will also be possible to a('('mat('I~' simulate
complex quantum systems [4] that can only be approximate by anv ot hor lIH'HIlS.
However, in the near term, purpose built quantum machines aimed at all annloqiu:
form of quantum simulation [5] are likely to provide comput at ioual advanr ag(' over
current classical systems. Quantum metrology [6] offers t he means t () fun. 1a1lH'1I-
tally enhance precision in measurement, beyond the classical shot noisr: "limit '. by
harnessing entanglement to obtain the highest possible precision perrnit t od hv na-
ture. With simulation, computation and measurement forming the foundat ions of
science and engineering, the successful development of true' quant UIIl t ('('itnologi('s
presents an exciting prospect.
Multiple challenges must be overcome before fully funct ional awl prart inti
quantum technologies can be realised. These challenges, ill part icular for (,OIJl-
putation, equate to the scalable realisation, accurate measurement and cont rol of
elements of quantum information known as 'qubits', Quantum bits or qubii» are
the quantum analogue of the classical bit of information and call exist ill superpo-
sition of the logical "0" and "I" levels as quantum states 10) and 11) rr-spoet.ively:
the most general (pure) qubit is given by
(1.1 )
for angles 0 $ (}$ 11/2 and 0 < ¢ < 11. A specific set of criteria for quantum
computation [7] requires qubits to be realised in a physical system such that they
can be accurately prepared in an initial state; they must also be individually
addressable; qubits must be sufficiency shielded from the environment (such that
their quantum nature is preserved long enough for meaningful operation); and it
2
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must be possible to perform a set of 'universal quantum logic gates' on qubits that
rotate both single- and two-qubit states and can generate entanglement [1].
Many physical quantum platforms are being developed to fulfil the criteria for
a viable qubit and for quantum technologies in general, including trapped neutral
atoms and trapped ions, solid state, semiconductors, nuclear magnetic resonance,
cavity quantum electrodynamics and quantum states of light [1]. One leading
approach is the science of single photons-quantum photonics.
1.2 Photonic quantum information science
Photons can almost effortlessly fulfil many of the criteria for encoding quantum
information; a single qubit can be encoded on a single photon in many ways, for
example the orthogonal horizontal IH) and vertical IV) polarisation states can be
used to respectively represent the computational basis {IO), 11)}, while arbitrary
single qubit states can be prepared and manipulated using commercially available
waveplates [8]. Experiments reported in this thesis predominantly uses quantum
information encoded in the path of single photons, where for a qubit two separate
paths are labeled as '0' and '1' and therefore the presence of a photon again
represents the computational basis for a qubit; superposition states can then be
prepared using bearnsplitters and phase shifts (as we shall see in detail in chapters
4 & 5 for example).
Photons also are well known to lack problematic interaction with the environ-
ment that would lead to decoherence; this makes photons excellent 'flying qubits'
for quantum communication (e.g. [9, 10]). However, photons also do not directly
interact with each other leading to the difficulty that optics may not fulfil the crite-
ria of realising two qubit entangling gates. In 2001, however, Knill, Laflamme and
Milburn (KLM) [11] proved contrary to common belief that linear optical com-
ponents, together with single photon sources (including auxiliary photons) and
single photon detectors can induce the effective nonlinearity required to create
deterministic entangling gates; an all-optical quantum computer is indeed possi-
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ble according to the laws of quantum mechanics. The resources required for such
an implementation are still extremely daunting, however KLM has served a,'i an
important inspiration in the field, leading to optical demonstrations of two quhit
entangling gates [12, 13], error correction protocols [1416], compiled versions of
Shor's quantum factoring algorithm [17. 18] and proof of principle quantum simu-
lation [19, 20]. Similarly, the potential for photonic implementations of quantum
metrology has been illustrated with super-resolved and supor-sensit ivo int orforo-
metric experiments using single photons, showing the shot noise limit ill precision
can be beaten [21-24].
Moreover, photons have proven key in observing. verifying ami undorst anding
principal quantum mechanical phenomena on which quantum information scipw'c'
is based, in particular entanglement. Entanglement explains the famous Eiust cin-
Podolsky-Rosen Gedankenexperiment [25] via Bell inequality [26] violat ions which
were first experimentally tested using photons emitted from atomic ('ascad('s [27
30] and with entangled photons emitted from spontaneous parametric down con-
version [31-33]. These studies have lead onto phot.onic demonstrations of protocols
critically dependent on entanglement, in particular superdense coding (rompres-
sion of multiple classical bits onto a single qubit) [34], quantum teleport at.ion
(central to the KLM scheme) [35, 36] and large entangled systems [37. :~81.
1.3 Waveguide chips for quantum optics
Optical implementations of quantum information science and experimental study
of quantum mechanics has typically taken place using individual large-scale (bulk)
optical elements bolted to optical tables. The use of individual components has
certainly been a successful platform and will continue to be a valuable and flexible
architecture, allowing precise control and continual development of a given setup.
However, as experimental demands on the optical complexity grow, continued ac-
tivity using only bulk optical architecture will ultimately hinder quantum optical
science due to limitations of stability and achievable complexity. Furthermore, im-
4
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plementation of quantum technologies outside of stable laboratory environments
requires miniaturisation, a practical architecture and isolation from the surround-
ing environment.
One promising approach is to miniaturise circuitry using waveguide optics that
were primarily designed for the telecommunications industry. Implementation of
quantum circuits with optical fibre-as demonstrated with all-fibre polarisation
entangling gates [3!J]-reduces optical bench space required by approximately an
order of magnitude compared to bulk optics and, for example, has applications for
information processing in quantum optical fibre networks.
Miniaturising circuitry further using using on-chip waveguide circuitry provides
a means for stable interferometry and initially has been used for stable time-
bin analysis for quantum key distribution at telecommunication wavelengths [40,
41]. The precise mode overlap in waveguide versions of beamsplitters and the
inherent stability offered by integration is extremely attractive to achieve the high
quality quantum and classical interference required for optical implementations of
quantum science and technology.
The first two photon quantum interference experiments in waveguide chips
used directional couplers fabricated in silica-on-silicon [42] and a year later in di-
rectly laser written waveguides in silica [43] (chapter 3). The former work [42] also
demonstrated single two qubit quantum logic gates circuits, of which two were
integrated to perform a proof-of-principle subroutine of Shor's quantum factor-
ing algorithm to factorize 15 [44] (chapter 4). Near perfect quantum interference
and quantum logic gate performance has since been observed in silica-on-silicon
waveguides [45]. Control of optical phase of quantum states has been demon-
strated in silica-on-silicon [46] (chapter 5) and in a hybrid approach to fabrication
using direct writing with UV lasers [47], using thermal phase shifts aimed at both
reconfigurable circuits and manipulation of entangled photonic states suited to
quantum metrology. A thermal phase shift with multiple directional couplers has
since been used to test a scheme for heralding four photon entanglement from a
six photon input [48] (chapter 6).
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All of the above described quantum interference experiments use optical path
to encode quantum information (with all other photon properties being made
equal). Polarisation encoding has also been explored in directly laser written
circuits to expand the use of quantum optical circuits for quantum experiments.
Entanglement analysis [49] and most recently, two qubit polarisation entangling
gates in waveguide [50] have been demonstrated.
A range of photonic devices exist that do not have a direct analogue to hulk
optical elements such as birefringent waveplates and beamsplit.t ers. The mat ure
field of integrated classical photonics continues to be a source of inspiration for
integrated quantum photonic devices. Multi-mode interference (Ml\1J) couplers for
example, offer a robust means for coupling large numbers of modes t ogot her in a
single component. Two- and four-input/output MMI couplers have rrxr-nt ly boon
demonstrated for generalised quantum interference [51]. Another photonir- compo-
nent that has found particular application to quantum experiments is evanescent ly
coupled waveguide arrays; these have been shown to be' particularly useful for im-
plementing single particle quantum walks using bright light experiments [52, Gal.
Such arrays fabricated in planar silicon oxynitride [54] (chapter 7) and more re-
cently with three-dimensional directly written waveguide structures [55]. have been
used to realise correlated quantum walks of t.wo photons undergoing quantum in-
terference in the same structure. Furthermore, the birefringent nature of the silicon
oxynitride arrays has been exploited to realise two entangled quantum walks and
to show that entanglement can exactly simulate arbitrary particle intorforcnce ill
complex networks [56] (chapter 8).
Observing quantum effects along with demonstrating quantum operation and
control directly on monolithic chips will enable new developments in the field
of quantum optics and quantum information science in general. As the level of





During my PhD studies at the University of Bristol, I have performed with col-
laborators a series of experiments in the realm of integrated quantum photonics,
using on-chip waveguide circuitry as the main optical platform. It has not been my
role to fabricate nor design waveguide architectures. My main roles have been to
assemble and maintain photon sources based on 'parametric downconversion', to
use the photon sources to test a range of waveguide circuits with quantum states
of light, to analyse data and to design experiments. My thesis is organised into
chapters according to the following.
Chapter 2 contains background and experimental details that are common to
multiple chapters of the thesis. A model of spontaneous parametric down conver-
sion is reviewed and experimental details are provided for two- and multi-photon
down conversion sources used for experiments reported in this thesis. The under-
lying physical concepts of waveguide optics are discussed and we describe the three
waveguide architectures relevant to this thesis-(i) directly laser written waveg-
uides in silica, (ii) doped silica waveguides on a silicon substrate and (iii) silicon
oxynitride waveguide arrays.
Chapter 3 reviews the theory of photonic quantum interference and reports
the results of two- and three-photon quantum interference using directly written
waveguide directional couplers.
Chapter 4 reports a proof-of-principle demonstration of a compiled version
(a subroutine) of Shor's quantum factoring algorithm to factorize 15. This is
implemented using a waveguide chip of directional couplers to realise single- and
two-qubit quantum logic.
Chapter 5 reports quantum interference in an integrated waveguide interfer-
ometer with a variable internal phase shift. This component forms the building
block for realising large scale, fully reconfigurable quantum networks that would
simply be too unstable to realise with bulk optics or optical fibres. \Ve manipu-
late single photon states on chip, equivalent to single qubit rotations. \Ve observe
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super-sensitive interference fringes of two- and four-photon number-pat h ent angled
'NOOK' states. We also use the device as a reconfigurable beam splitter to realise
multiple Hong-Ou-Mandel quantum interference experiments.
In chapter 6, quantum interference of four- and six-photon states in a waveguide
circuit is used to test a scheme for heralding respectively two- and four-photon
number-path entangled 'NOON' states, for application to quantum metrology.
Chapter 7 is based on unitary processes known as quantum walks. \V(' discuss
the theory of multi-particle quantum walks. in particular their impk-mont ation
on one-dimensional graphs to simulate the quantum walk of one part iclo moving
around a non-separable, exponentially large graph. We report an r-xporimenr al
realisation using two photons undergoing quantum interference ill an ovanescr-nt ly
coupled waveguide array to realise a two particle quantum walk.
Chapter 8 reports the experimental simulation of arbitrary part ick- st at ist ics.
Using polarisation entanglement undergoing t.wo quantum walks, wc' observe be-
haviour associated to bosons, fermions and intermediate fractional lx-haviour asso-
ciated to anyons. We show that the experiment generalises for any modr- transfor-
mation and for an arbitrary number of particles with arbitrary abelian exchange
statistics. We provide a proof that the required entanglement can I)(' genorut.ed
with a circuit that grows polynomially with the number of particles simulated.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis with a summary of the key results obtained and





The purpose of this chapter is to collect experimental details and background ma-
terial that are common to multiple chapters of this thesis. Section 2.2 discusses a
model of spontaneous parametric down conversion and details various experimental
down conversion setups used for multi-photon state generation: each description
will refer to the chapters where they are employed. Section 2.3 reviews the un-
derlying concepts of waveguide optics required for this thesis. Finally, section 2.4
describes three different waveguide architectures that are employed in the exper-
iments reported in this thesis. Simulation and fabrication of these architectures
lies outside the scope of this thesis, and were performed by colleagues as stated in
each corresponding section.
2.2 Spontaneous parametric down conversion
A range of single photon sources exist. Attenuated lasers can approximate a sin-
gle photon source, allowing proof of principle experiments requiring only single
photonic qubits +for example quantum cryptography [57]-but are not suitable
for producing more than one photon for quantum interference due to cross terms
in the tensor product of two coherent states [58]. An ideal source of photons for
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scalable quantum technology is a truly "on-demand" source that doterminist ically
initiates emission of one photon from either an atomic or an atom-like' system
(such as quantum dots or diamond colour centres). Ongoing research is curront lv
developing two or more identical single-photon emitters and has included domon-
strations of quantum interference effects using quantum dots [59. GO]. trapped ions
[61, 62] and trapped atoms [63, 64]. However, current lv single photon emitters
are yet to deliver high visibility two photon quantum interference while quantum
interference of more than two photons from single emitters is vet to be demon-
strated.
In the absence of fully developed on-demand multi-photon sources. we tum t ()
post-selected multi-photon states arising from spontaneous parametric down ('OT/-
version (SPDC) which is currently the favoured method used to produce c!c'gc'll-
erate photon pairs for quantum interference in linear optics and the proC('SS used
to generate photons for all experiments reported in this t hesis. Since t IH' founda-
tional quantum interference experiments using SPDC [65 G7] then' have 1)('('11 a
vast number of quantum interference applications for down conversion including
fundamental tests of quantum physics (e.g. non-locality [31, G8]and quantum t('I('-
portation [35]), proof of principle quantum computing (e.g. two-qubit gate's [12],
compiled quantum algorithms [17, 18] and quantum chemistry [l!J]) and quant UIII
metrology (e.g. for observing of two-[69] three- [21] four-[22, 23] and five-photon
[70] number-path entanglement dynamics).
SPDC generates pairs of low energy photons from an initial pump laser beam
focused in a non-linear medium and is either a four-wave mixing process, as re-
ported for example with photonic crystal fibre sources (e.g. [71]), or a t hree-wavc
mixing process. In the latter case, SPDC is understood to be the generation of two
lower energy photons (referred to as the signal and idler photons) from a photon
in the pump field, mediated by a material with a nonzero X2 value. Conserva-
tion of energy dictates the frequency of the signal and idler photons must sum to
that of the pump photon (wp = Ws + Wi)' Furthermore, the momentum vectors of
the signal and idler photons must sum to that of the pump photon in order for
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momentum to be conserved (kp = k, + k.).
The approximate quantum state resulting from type I SPOC is computed using
the interaction Hamiltonian
(2.1)
for bosonic creation operators a! and al acting on the signal s and idler i fields.
Here we have adopted the approximation that the pump is a classical field whose
amplitude is incorporated in the parameter X [72]. At this point we note that SPDC
can be modelled to excite different polarisation modes which categorises SPOC as
being type I-where the generated photons have the same polarisation-or type
II-where the polarisation of generated signal and idler photons are orthogonal.
All experiments reported in this thesis use type I SPDC.
Unitary evolution of the Hamiltonian acting on the initial state of vacuum in
the signal and idler modes ItP(O)) = 10)8 10)i is given by
U(t) ItP(O)) e-iH/t/Ti ItP(O)) = exp {xta!aJ - x*ta8ai} 10)8 10)i (2.2)
~ exp {~a!aD 10)8 10)i (2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
where ~ = xt is a parameter dependent upon the interaction time t, the strength
of the nonlinearity in the material and the power in the pump beam. The ap-
proximation in line 2.3 uses a normal ordering step [72] and assumes the regime of
I~I « 1.
Direct control of the laser pump allows control over the probablity amplitudes
of each term in the sroc state in Eq. (2.5). Choosing small ~ such that e
and higher order terms become negligible with respect to ~ provides an excellent
approximation to a two photon state in superposition with the vacuum:
(2.6)
Recording two-fold coincidental detection events at the output from the source (or
after some optical circuit), post-selects only the single pair state 11)8 11) i as the
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input. This is the approach used for experiments reported in chapters ;3.4.5.7 and
8; experimental details of a continuous-wave pumped two photon down conversion
source are given in subsection 2.2.l.
Increasing the pump power increases the amplitude of st atr-s associat cd to
more than one pair of photons, such as the four-photon term e 12)" 12)z. However.
increasing ~ also increases the rate of single pairs, which is problematic for a post
selection technique that cannot resolve coherently generated multi-pair st at es and
multiple pairs of photons that are temporally distinguishable. Let l1S consider t he
following example. Suppose we have a finite coherence of phot ons gf'n('ra t od
which in our case is defined spectrally via filtering (-\ ~ 8001l1ll 6-\ ~ ;~Jllll) and
is typically of the order 1O-12s. A photon pair generated ill OlU' window of t ime
r will be distinguishable from a second pair generated outside tho coherence t ime
of the first pair, in a second window r'. This means two photon pairs ill t h« st at.o
11)8,7 11)t,7 1 )8,7' 11)t,7' will quantum-interfere in a different manner. ill SOIlH' optical
circuit, to two photon pairs produced coherently together ill the same t irno bill ill
the state 12) S,7 12)t,7' Successful post-selection of photons that have heen g('lIl'rat<'d
within a time-frame equal to the coherence time of the generated photons would
require a detector timing resolution of order 1O-12s, compared to t he' 0(1 u")»
jitter for silicon avalanche photo-diode single photon counting modules.
For experiments requiring the state In) In). for n > 1, an effective gating can
,~ !
be achieved using a pulsed laser to pump the sroc process [72], Making t h«
pulse length sufficiently short ('" 100fs) ensures down converted photons can only
be produced within time-frames comparable to the coherence time of the generated
photons. Separating each pump pulse by more than the detector jitter and longer
than the coincidence window of the counting electronics, implies coincidental de-
tection events arise from phot.ons generat.ed by a single pulse from the laser pulse.
Photon counting is then used in post-selection to ignore quant.um interference ef-
fects of lower photon number terms; for example counting four-fold coincidence
events ignores the 10) and 11)sll)i terms.
Of course, increasing the laser power, such that the e 12)" 12)i becomes an
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appreciable event, allows higher order terms to become non-negligible. This high-
lights one of the major limiting factors for multi-photon experiments based on
single crystal down conversion. In the absence of number resolving detectors,
higher order terms become a source of noise. For example, four photons from the
six photon state 13)s 13)i can be detected and counted as a data-point in a four-
photon experiment for example. One approach is to choose a level of noise that is
acceptable to the experiment and set ~ accordingly. For example in a simplified
loss less case, setting the single pair generation probability 1~12~ 0.1 implies an
n+2 photon term has approximately ten times less probability amplitude than the
n photon term. However each experiment must be considered individually with
respect to the details of the detection scheme and the overall lumped detection
efficiency of the experiment. Pulsed SPDC is used in the multi-photon experi-
ments reported in chapters 3, 5 and 6. Details of the photon sources used for those
experiments are given in subsection 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Degenerate photon pair sources
The two-photon experiments reported in this thesis are based on the degenerate
photon pair source presented in Fig. 2.1. A vertically polarised 404nm continuous
wave (C\V), diode laser (Toptica illeam) is focused (minimum beam waist f'V 40pm)
with GOm\V of power on a 2mm thick Type I phase matched Bismuth Borate
Bill306 (Billa). The phase matching is such that photon pairs are generated
non-collinear, with signal and idler photons emitted in separate spatial modes for
collection into optical fibres. Conservation of momentum dictates photon pairs of
equal frequency Ws = Wi = wp/2 are emitted in a cone structure that is symmetric
around the initial pump beam, as indicated in Fig. 2.1 (a): This can be used to
collect a single pair of photons in two spatial modes (Fig. 2.1), or to collect single
pair of photons in two of four spatial modes (Fig. 2.3). The desired degenerate
photons are filtered using high transmission (> 95%) laser line interference filters
(Semrock) with centre wavelength (AD = 808nm) matched to the degenerate photon
13






Figure 2.1: Non-colinear SPDC generates degenerate photon pairs symmetrically in a cone
structure around the initial pump. This can be used to coli et a single pair of photons in two
spatial modes (a) using prism mirrors and polarisation maintaining fibre (P 'IF) (b). Interference
filters (IF) are used to ensure the desired deg nerate photon pairs are coil cted.
pairs As = Ai-fine tuning of wavelength blow Ao an b
filter with respect to the incoming photon .
hi v cl by tilting th
The photons are then colle t d u ing mirr r and a ph ri 1 ns s as sh wn in
Fig. 2.1 (b) into polarisation maintaining fibr th xi fah fibr is align d
to the horizontal plane. Alignm nt of th ph
alignment (using a visible alignment 1
centre of the BiBO crystal) and a fine alignm nt b
b gins with a c ars
hrough h fibr nto th
d n fir t maximi ing singl
photon count rates detected in ach mod nd th n n
Ou-Mandel experiment (see chapter 3). Typi al tw ph n un rai ht
from the source as described-detected with two", 7 o/c ffi i nt ingl ph n
counting modules (PerkinElmer AQR family)-i of th rd r 50kHz. ypi
collection efficiency of each mode is '" 20o/c1.
We also note that the polarisation tat of th n pair I it d
in the SPDC process can be manipulated with bulk opti al w v plat ..
1Where we define collection efficiency of on mode A of two mod s A and B, as h tot I
number coincidences detected from modes A and B, divid d by th total numb r of singl ph ton
events detected from mode Aj note that this definition involv th d
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reported in more detail in chapter 8 for post selection of polarisation entanglement
in a waveguide circuit.
2.2.2 Multi-photon sources
The four-photon experiments reported in chapters 3, and 5 and the four- and six-
photon experiments reported in chapter 6 were conducted using degenerate single
photon pairs produced via SPDC pumped by a pulsed laser source. Photons used
in the experiment reported in chapter 4 were generated with the same multi-photon
source setup, operated with low laser pump power to approximate a two-photon
source. A schematic of the typical setup is given in Fig. 2.2. The four photon states
for experiments in chapters 3 and 5 were generated at the wavelength As = Ai =
780nm and filtered with high transmission interference filters (> 95%, Semrock,
Aa= 780nm, 6,A = 3nm). The four and six photon states for experiments reported
in chapter 6 were generated with at the wavelength As = Ai = 785nm and filtered
with high transmission interference filters (Semrock, > 95%, Aa = 785nm, 6,A =
3nm).
The nonlinear crystal used for SPDC was a 2mm thick, Type-I phase matched
Bismuth Borate BiB306 (BiBO) pumped by a pulsed (blue) ~Asnm beam, focused
to a waist of Wo ;::::;;40 tux: The blue pump was prepared using a further 2mm thick






Figure 2.2: Schematic of the two-mode pulsed SPDC multi-photon source used to generate the
states In) sin) i via post selection, for n = 1,2,3.
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frequency of a mode-locked 80MHz repetition rate, 150f pul e I ngth Ti:Sapphire
laser (Coherent Chameleon Ultra II) focu ed to a waist of Wo ::::::: 40 iut: four
successive dichroic mirrors (DM) are used to purify the pump beam spectrally.
Degenerate photon pairs are created by the SPDC crystal and pass through ~A =
3nm interference filters (IF) which filter each photon to a coheren e length of
le = A2 / boA ~ 200 ust: The photons are collect d into two ingle mod polarization
maintaining fiberes (PMFs) coupled to two diametrically opposite points on the
SPDC cone, as described in the previous sub- ection. In th as of low average
pump power, the state l1)s 11)i is produced with a rate of 100 -1. On increasing th
average pump power, the multi-photon production rat from th d wn-conversion
process is no longer negligible such that two and hr pairs of photon
can be observed via the down conver ion t rm 12)s 12)i and 13)s 13)i respectively.
The cone-structure for emitting non- olin r phot n p irs in t p I down n-
version allows for multi-mode collection a giv n in Fig 2.3 f r th .as of c 11\ .ting
four spatial modes. This ource was u d for th
reported in chapter 4, which requir d two pair f ph ni qubi s l un h dint
circuit that only required quantum interf r n
tons of each pair. Due to the r quir m nt of th ir uj , ph t ns w r g n rat cl
at As = Ai = 790nm using an appr priat pu p (Ap = 395m ) and int rf r n






WI o Aspherical .....
~ Prism mirror WI
Figure 2.3: The spontaneous parametric down conver ion tup for II ting ph t n p ir in
four spatial modes for the Shor's algorithm experim nt [44] r port d in h pt r 4.
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Detection of multiple photon states in the same optical mode is accomplished
non-deterministically using cascaded non-number resolving, optical fibre-coupled
single photon counting modules (see chapters 3, 5 and 6 for relevant details).
2.3 Single waveguide propagation
Optical waveguides are the main structure employed throughout this thesis for
linear optical circuits, and are a thoroughly understood technology, widely used
for optical telecommunications in the form of optical fibres and monolithic inte-
grated waveguide chips. Here we present some fundamental descriptions of optical
waveguides relevant to the experiments presented in this thesis.
Light confining structures can be classified according to the number of spatial
dimensions of confinement: planar waveguides or slab waveguides confine light in
only one dimension; channel waveguides and optical fibres confine light in two
orthogonal directions; photonic crystal structures, for example, can confine light
in one-, two- or three-dimensions, depending on the structure. Channel waveg-
uides are the structures on which our quantum optical circuits are based and the
modelling of which requires numerical solution of the Maxwell's equations using
commercially available beam propagation software. However, to understand some
of the physics of integrated optics, in the next few sections we consider the more
simple model of one-dimensional confinement in a step index waveguide, which
will provide an insight into the underlying behaviour of waveguide propagation.
2.3.1 Ray optics description: total internal reflection
There are several requirements for waveguided optics. First of all, the guiding
structure must consist of a core with refractive index n1 and and cladding with
lower refractive index no (such that n1 > no), as indicated in the refractive index
profile in Fig. 2.3.1 (b). In a ray model of light propagation total internal reflection
(TIR), illustrated in Fig. 2.3.1(a), ensures light coupled to the end facet of a
waveguide structure is confined to the core, provided the condition for TIR is
17






Figure 2.4: (a) In the ray picture, light is confin d in a planar way guid b al in rnal
reflection. (b) Illustrates the refractive index (n) profile. Figur similar 0 n in 173J.
satisfied:
(2.7)
The value of ¢ for which Eq. (2.7) i an uality is kn wn riti al angl .
(known as the numerical apertur ) on
TIR condition:
ha an upp r b und Bmax
ngl () h will
II < . -1 J 2 2 - IIo _ SIn n1 - no = umflX (2. )
TIR is a necessary, but not uffi i nt f r guiding light in w
ture. Even if ¢ is smaller than th riti 1 angl f r I
ui ru -
f<p
are not permitted for light guidan e. By n id ring ph. nd
phase changes on reflection (of the or - ladding in rf
tion of permitted solutions of <Pm, as 0 i t d tint g r valu m =
[73] for example). These solution ar d
that are derived from an electro-magneti d in h f 11wing
subsection). Indeed, there is good agre m nt b tw
ray optics and with electromagn tism. How v r, th
considered here fails in describing evane nt fi Id of ligh tha 1 y
core-a key mechanism for coupling light from on wav gui t
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2.3.2 An electromagnetic description: Guided modes and
evanescent fields
The purpose of this section is to highlight two key features of the electromagnetic
description of waveguides. The first will be that guided electro-magnetic fields
have an evanescent field that lies outside of the core of a waveguide, which allows
coupling between multiple waveguides and other structures. The second point is
that there are discrete solutions to how light can propagate in a wave guiding
structure, known as modes. As with the previous section, we shall make these two
points by studying the simple model of one-dimensional confinement; the more
complex situation of two-dimensional confinement of channel waveguides is solved
numerically using commercial software.
\Vith the condition that light is propagating through a dielectric, non-magnetic,
isotropic and linear medium, Maxwell's equations simplify to
(2.9)
where /1'0 is the free space permeability, co is the free space permittivity E and
11. are the electric and magnetic fields respectively. By definition waveguides are
inhomogeneous, meaning the refractive index is position dependent: n = n{r). The
inhomogeneous wave equations [74] derived from Maxwell's equations-assuming
the structure is isotropic, linear, dielectric and non-magnetic- take the form
(2.10)
(2.11 )
For the step index situation described in Fig. 2.3.1{b), the refractive index in the
core, and the cladding is assumed to be respectively constant, therefore the second
term for each wave equation are zero.
For plane wave propagation in two-dimensional confinement in the z direction,
19
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where j3 is the propagation constant of the wave in the structure and I.J.': is the
angular frequency of the wave. This is simplified further for one-dimensional COll-
finement in Fig. 2.3.1(a) by realising the wave has no dependence 011 til('.lJ direction:
DEy/Dy = 0 = oH/ay.
To compute the form of permitted propagation, the two separate sit nat iOBSof
the transverse electric (TE) and the transverse magnetic (T~I) waves an' treated.
TE propagation are defined from electric field components t hat an' perpendicular
(transverse) to the plane of incidence (Fig. 2.3.1 sketches tho inridr-nt plano as t he
x - z). The TM propagation is defined to be comprised of clec-r.rir: fidel components
that are parallel to the plane of incidence and therefore magnet ic fidel component s
that are transverse to the plane of incidence. Since the derivation of tho TE and
TM propagation follows a similar treatment, we shall only be concerned wit h TE
fields here.
For TE propagation only Ey, H; and Hz are non-zero. Subject to these ron-
ditions, subst.itut.ing the planar wave equation solutions Eqs. 2.12, 2.13 into the'
wave equat.ions Eqs. 2.10, 2.11 yield a second order different ial oquat ion involving
(2.14)
where n(x) is defined by t.he refractive index profile in 2.3.1{b), ko is related to the
wavelength AO of the light in free space and the angular frequency w by ko = 27r/ An,
w = Znc] Ao and C = 1/ y'EOfiO.
For guided mode, the propagation constant j3 must satisfy [74]
(2.15 )
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So for the core and cladding regions, we re-write Eq, (2.14) as
B2Ey 2
8x2 - "( Ey = 0 x ~ -a, or x 2 a
B2Ey 2
8x2 + 1'1, Ey = 0 -a < x < a
(2.16)
(2.17)
where we have defined the real parameters
...2 _ ,..2n2 _ (32
'" - 1\.0 '1 (2.18)
The solution of Eq. (2.14) therefore gives the electric field of guided TE propaga-
tion:
Ae'Yx x ~ -a
EeiKX + Ce-iKX -a < x < a (2.19)
x2a
For some constants A, E, C, D, "( and 1'1, that are dependent upon the waveg-
uide parameters (a, no and nd, the propagation constant (3 and the free-space
wavelength Ao. Following a similar treatment, the TM field has a similar solution.
Examining Eq. (2.19), we arrive at our first point: The guided TE (and sim-
ilarly the guided TM) field has part of its solution outside of the waveguide core
in the form of an exponentially decreasing profile for x ::; -a and x ~ a. This
corresponds to the evanescent field, which is the mechanism that allows light to
couple from one waveguide into either neighbouring waveguides (or other struc-
tures), when the core of the neighbouring waveguide intersects the evanescent field
of the original. \Ve shall look at the behaviour of two coupled waveguides in the
next subsection.
Returning to the solution for the mode profile in Eq. (2.19), boundary condi-
tions dictate continuity of the quantities Ey and BEy/ Bx at the interfaces between
core and cladding (x = -a and x = a), leading to four equations of the five un-
known parameters (3, A, E, C and D. Solving this system [74] leads to the so
called dispersion relation
2,,(/1'1,
tan 2aK = 1 2/ 2- "( 1'1, (2.20)
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Tangent is a periodic modulo tt, therefore we have a potentially infinite set of
solutions governed by
tan 2/\,a = tan (2/\,a + m'Jr), m = 0, L 2, ... (2.21)
Here we arrive at a second point of interest: The TE (and TM) field as a discrete set
of permitted solutions, characterised by m, known as modes. Since t IIf' dispersion
relation 2.20 has a dependency on the properties of the waveguide and of t hp light,
it follows that the number of permitted modes shares the same dependency: for the
case that there is only one solution (m = 0) the waveguide is defined to be 8ingh~
mode, for m > 0, the waveguide is referred to as multi-mode. For the purposes of
all experiments reported in this thesis, we required single mode operation and the
waveguides used were designed accordingly.
2.3.3 Coupled waveguides: a quantum mechanical descrip-
tion
We have seen in the previous sub-section that waveguides have an evanescent field
that allow coupling between neighbouring waveguides. This forms the basis for
directional couplers, where two waveguides are close enough to interact with each
others evanescent field, and is one of the simplest methods to create heamspiltter
devices in an optical waveguide. In classical optics, this is often modelled with
an electromagnetic description which can be found in a multitude of classical in-
tegrated optics textbooks/. Instead, here we take the more direct approach of
modelling the system with a Hamiltonian, acting on single photon Fock states.
We saw that the evanescent field is exponentially decreasing away from the
core-cladding interface, therefore we can model two identical, uniform evanescently
coupled waveguides (labeled 1 and 2) as two nearest neighbour coupled oscillators
2For example refs [73, 74]
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[75], with the Hamiltonian"
(2.22)
for propagation constants f3 and coupling strengths proportional to constants C
dependent upon the waveguide structure and the wavelength. Here we are as-
suming each waveguide is single mode, and we consider H as a transformation
acting on the two waveguides with the two dimensional vectors {1,of and (0, If
respectively corresponding to the single modes of waveguide 1 and waveguide 2.
Coupling is therefore represented in this basis by the matrix
(2.23)
Unitary evolution along the propagation direction z is therefore described by com-
puting the 2 x 2 matrix
1eiHz _
V2
. {3 ( cos (zC)_ e1z
i sin (zC)




Interaction between the two waveguides is controlled by bending the waveg-
uides into the evanescent coupling regime and then subsequently separating them
after some interaction region z, In this manner, an appropriate reflectivity beam-
splitter can be created with two waveguides by controlling z and C-dependent
upon properties of each waveguide, the separation of the two waveguides and of
the guided light. To see this, eiHz acting on (1, of for example, we see that light
initially present in waveguide 1 couples sinusoidally with z to waveguide 2 with in-
tensity sin2 zC. This is the same conclusion for modelling two coupled waveguides
with an electromagnetic description.
3This approach is also used for theoretical treatment of larger systems of coupled waveguides
(for example [52, 76]), which we shall return to in chapter 7
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2.4 Waveguide architectures
Here, we list the key features of the architectures used for the quantum photonic
experiments reported in this thesis. Three architectures were used: (i) directly
laser written waveguides in silica, (ii) lithographically fabricated silica-on-silicon
and (iii) lithographically fabricated silicon-oxynitride, all of which were designed
for single mode operation for near infared photons for which our down conversion
sources emit photons (780 - 81Onm) and for which commercially available silicon
based avalanche photo-diodes can detect photons. Furthermore, all waveguides
used were designed to have a small amount of birefringence (for example, the
silicon oxynitride waveguides have a total birefringence is of the order ~71 = 1/TM -
nTE = 2 * 10-4). Small values of birefringence provides polarization preserving
propagation for the TE and TM photons throughout the device, while ensuring
a nearly identical mode overlap, and coupling ratio, between different waveguides
in the coupled array for TM and TE modes: this is of paramount importance for
the experiment reported in chapter 8. In general, preserving polarisation states
of degenerate photons throughout optical circuitry is important for high quality
quantum interference and for encoding quantum information.
2.4.1 Directly written waveguides in silica
Directly written waveguides are fabricated with a tightly focused femtosecond
laser machining process to locally alter the refractive index inside glass to in-
scribe waveguide circuits (Fig. 2.5(a)). Using nano-positioning three-axis stages,
waveguides can be written in three-dimensional architectures, without the need for
lithography, yielding a technique that can offer rapid prototyping of "one-off" cir-
cuits and architectures that cannot be realised in planar architectures allowing, for
example, integration with micro-fluidics. Furthermore, the direct-write technique
can fabricate devices with circular mode profiles, the size and ellipticity of which
can be altered by controlling the laser focusing conditions. This is of particular




























Figure 2.5: Directly laser written waveguides. (a) Cartoon of a focused femotosecond laser
writing a waveguide in pure silica. (b) Refractive index profile (6.n) of a directly written waveg-
uide, measured by colleagues from Macquarie University. Figure reproduced from [43J.
optical loss.
Our ollaborators at Macquarie University used this technique [77, 78] to fabri-
cate two chips of high purity silica with a number of direct-write quantum circuits
(DWQCs) composed of 2x2 directional couplers (Fig. 2.6) and Mach Zehnder inter-
ferometers for the experiments reported in chapter 3 and reference [43]. The writ-
ing process creat d circular waveguides with an approximately Gaussian shaped
refractive index profile that supported a single transverse mode with orthogonal
1/ e2 widths of 6 /-Lmx 6 /-Lmmeasured at 806 nm. The design of directional cou-
pl r wa functionally identical except for the length of the central evanescently
coupl d r gion that was varied to achieve different coupling ratios. The curved
regions of th waveguides (maximum bend radius rv 15mm) were of raised-sine
form and connected the input and output waveguide pitch of 250 {Lm down to the
closely spaced lO{Lmevanescent coupling region of the waveguides. When butt-
coupled to arrays of optical fibre with refractive index matching liquid, a typically
70% transmission from facet to facet was routinely achieved.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of directional couplers fabricated by the direct-write process. The
enlarged inset is an optical micrograph of the waveguides in the coupling r gion of ono of til
directional couplers, illustrating a designed lOj.lm separation. Figur r produ d from [43].
2.4.2 Silica-on-silicon
The second architecture used was lithographically fabri at d d p d ili a w v g-
uides on a silicon substrate. These waveguides w r d ign d by my 011 agu
Alberto Politi using the numerical simulation pa kag B am Pr p, whil fabri-
cation was outsourced to a commercial integrat d photonic fabri ti n
(The Centre for Inegrated Photonics, CIP). This archit tur was u d f r th fir t
quantum interference experiments in monolithic waveguid ur uit [42].
The optical circuits used for experiments reported in hapt r 4, 5 nd all use
silica-on-silicon waveguides, illustrated in cross-section in Fig. 2.7. Th wav guid
were fabricated on a 4" silicon wafer (material 1), onto which a 16 l.tm lay r of
thermally grown undoped silica was deposited a a buff r to form th low r I ding
of the waveguides (II). A 3.5 tux: layer of silica doped with g rmanium and boron










Figure 2.7: Cross-section of silica-on-silicon waveguides. Figure reproduced from [79].
the core of the structure and was patterned into 3.5 J-Lm wide waveguides via
standard optical lithographic techniques (III). The 16 J-Lm upper cladding (IV)
is phosphorus and boron doped silica with a refractive index matched to that of
the buffer. Simulations indicated single mode operation at 780nm and 800nm. A
refractive index contrast of t. = (n~ore - n~ladding)/2n~ore = 0.5% yields a minimum
bend radius of f'V 15mm. A final metal layer was lithographically patterned on the
top of the devices to form resistive elements (R) used for controlling optical phase
shifts (reported in chapters 5 and 6) and metal contact pads. When butt-coupled
to arrays of optical fibre with refractive index matching liquid, f'V 70% transmission
from facet to facet was routinely achieved.
2.4.3 Silicon oxynitride waveguide arrays
The third architecture used in this thesis is silicon oxynitride (SiON) waveguides
lithographically fabricated on a silicon substrate, which were designed with nu-
merical beam propagation software (Beam Prop) by colleagues in the University
of Bristol, and fabricated by colleagues at the University of Twente.
The role of this material was to realise arrays of 0(10) evanescently coupled
waveguide, single mode for f'V 800nm, that could quickly bend the waveguides
from the coupling region to a separation suitable for butt-coupling to arrays of
optical fibre while realising a compact optical circuit. Silica-on-silicon is not a
suitable architecture for this purpose. However, the high refractive index contrast
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Figure 2.8: Optical migrograph of a silicon oxynitride waveguide array chip, illu trating th
coupling region (highlighted) and input and output bend. Th enlarg d tion illustrates the
dimensions of the waveguides and the evanescently coupled region.
~ = (n~ore - n~laddin9)/2n~ore = 4.4% of silicon oxynitrid do s provid a uitable
r ported inplatform for doing quantum experiments using waveguid array,
chapters 7 and 8.
Thin 600nm films of SiON were deposited on a silicon substrat
core of the waveguide by standard lithography and rea tive ion thing; 5/Jm
thick layer of Si02 was then deposited to complete the cladding of th tru tur .
The waveguides were 1.8J.lm wide and were separated by a di tance of 2. pm
between waveguides in the coupled array to define the tunnelling rat of light
between adjacent waveguides (Fig. 2.8). The waveguides at the nd of th array
spread out, at an equal rate of relative separation between adja ent waveguides,
to a pitch 125 pm for coupling to optical fibre external to the chip. The ov rall
coupling efficiency through the chip (from input fibre to output fibre) i ",10%,
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which is attributed to the mode-mismatch between circular input/output optical
fibres and the rectangular waveguides.
2.4.4 Chip-fibre coupling
For all experiments reported in this thesis, single photons were launched into,
and collected from, waveguide chips using v-groove arrays of optical fibre. Each
waveguide chip has a fixed spacing of input and output waveguides. For the direct-
write circuits and for the silica-on-silicon circuits, this separation was 250{lm to
match the standard 250{lm spacing of commercially available arrays of optical fibre
(OZ optics). The input for the silicon oxynitride circuits also had a 250{lm spacing,
while the output had a 125p,m spacing. Since this spacing is non standard", a
250{l array was used to access respectively all even and then all odd outputs of the
array. Input fibre arrays were of polarisation maintaining fibre in all cases. The
output fibre arrays used include polarisation maintaining fibre, non-polarisation
maintaining single mode fibre and arrays of multimode fibre. Nano-positioning
six-axis stages (X - Y - Z, pitch, role and yaw) were used to align the arrays to
the waveguide circuits. Refractive index matching liquid was then used to reduce
loss due to reflection at the facet. Fig. 2.9 illustrates a typical setup.
Figur 2.9: Illustration butt-coupling arrays of optical fibre to waveguide chips. Figure repro-
duced from [79].
4The closest standard fibre-array seperation is 127J1m.
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Chapter 3
The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect in a
waveguide directional coupler
The work reported in this chapter was published as reference [80]: "Laser writ-
ten waveguide photonic quantum circuits" [G. D. Marshall, A. Politi, J. C. F.
Matthews, P. Dekker, M. Ams, M. J. Withford, J. L. O'Brien Optics Express 17,
12546 (2009)].
3.1 Introduction
Two indistinguishable photons incident on a non-unit reflectivity beamsplitter ex-
hibits non-classical behaviour. First experimentally measured in 1987 by Hong, Ou
and Mandel [65], this behaviour lies at the heart of many linear optical quantum
phenomena and is a useful benchmarking tool for the quality of photon sources
and of optical circuitry.
This chapter serves as an introduction to quantum interference of degenerate
photons, as well as creation operator and matrix notation that will be applied
throughout this thesis to model quantum interference in more complex circuitry.
This chapter also reports the first measurement of quantum interference in directly
written waveguide structures; we report two photon Hong-Ou-Mandel interference
and a three-photon generalisation, all implemented with with directional couplers.
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3.2 Classical particles on a beamsplitter
Suppose we launch a single particle on a beamsplitter-a semi-reflective surface-
with reflectivity 17and transmission 1-17· Then for either input of the beamsplitter
we have two possible outcomes for detection: that the single particle is either
reflected or transmitted, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
(a) (b)
1 i: 1 r
2 2' 2 2'
Figure 3.1: A single particle incident to one input mode of a TJ reflectivity beamsplitter has two
possible detection outcomes: (a) reflection (r) with TJ detection rate; (b) transmission (t) with
1 - TJ detection rate.
Classical intuition dictates two distinguishable particle launch d into two s p-
arate input ports of the same beamsplitter have four possible d t ction outcom ,
as shown in Fig. 3.2. This arises from probability th ory that tw indep nd nt
events occur with probability equal to th produ t of th pr babiliti s f th tw
events occurring individually (P(A nB) = P(A)P(B)).
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(c) I' (d) I'
Figure 3,2: Two classical particles (distinguished in the figure by red and blue colour) incident
simultaneously to the two different input modes of a 1]2 reflectivity beamsplitter have four possible
detection outcomes: (a) the red particle is transmitted and the blue reflected (t,r) with detection
rate (1 - 1])1]; (b) the red particle is reflected and the blue transmitted (r,t) with detection
rate 17(1 - ''7); (c) both particles are reflected (r,r) with detection rate 1]2; (d) both particles are
transmitted (t,t) with detection rate (1 - 1])2,
3.3 Two identical photons on a beamsplitter
Suppose now that a pair of photons are created identical with respect to every
degree of freedom (e.g. arrival time, spatial mode, polarisation and spectral prop-
erties), Launching the two photons on each of the two separate ports of a beam-
splitter results in different detection outcomes to the classical case described above,
Quantum mechanics dictates that the outcomes of both photons transmitted (t,t)
and both photons reflected (r,r) are indistinguishable, resulting in destructive in-
terferen e of the complex probability amplitudes for each outcome,
The unitary operation of a two mode beamsplitter with arbitrary reflectivity
7]2 i modelled by the matrix
(3,1)
Photons created in mode j are modelled with creation operator a} and allows de-
scription of the beam splitter as a mode transformation for each photon according
33
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to
a1 10) u.!!:f (J17ai, + iy'1=7}a;,) 10)
a110) u.!!f (iy'1=7}al, + Jija;,) 10)
(3.2)
(3.3)
The state of two photons launched into UBS is therefore modelled [58]by
(3.4)
which is simplified by applying the Bose-Einstein commutation relations
(3.6)
yielding the output state of the beamsplitter according to
(3.7)
The probability for detecting one photon at each of the outputs l ' and 2' is there-
fore given by
pQ(1',2') = (27} - 1)2 (3.8)
For 1} = 0.5, the description predicts probability PQ(l',2') = 0 of dpt('('ting one
photon at each output of UBS, corresponding to detecting the state (It,(J.~, 10).
To compare this to the 'classical' case of two distinguishable particles. we in-
troduce an operator bj acting on mode j that represents creation of a photon
distinguishable (orthogonal) to the photon created by aj. It follows the action of
UBS on the two distinguishable particles alb~, for example, is given by
Since the states aj 10) and bj 10) are orthogonal, it follows that the (l1,b~,10) and
a;,bI, 10) are also orthogonal. Therefore the detection event of one photon emerging
at each output of UBS !S given by the sum of the probabilities for detecting each
state aI,b~,10) and a~,bI,10):
(3.1O)
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For T} = 0.5, we arrive at a probability of pC (1',2') = 0.5.
Comparison between experimentally measured values of pC and pQ-proportional
to a total number of detection events for each regime-determines the degree of
quantum interference in a particular optical network. This is characterised by a
visibility quantity V given by
pC_pQ
V = --=---pc (3.11)
where pc and pQ are a total number of recorded detection events for the two
regimes. Experimentally measured interference visibility will be bounded by an
ideal visibility Videal
(3.12)
due to experimental error in making the photon pairs completely identical; Videal
will be dependent upon properties of the optical network which in the case of a
beam splitter is the reflectivity T}.
In the experiment of Hong, Ou and Mandel [65], degenerate photon pairs in-
cident on a bearnsplitter are given a relative arrival time delay to outside of the
coherence length of each photon for controlled distinguishability and to enable mea-
surement of pC(I', 2'). This delay is then tuned through zero delay for maximum
overlap in order to measure PQ(l', 2'). For ideal photons in the Hong-Ou-Mandel
experiment, the dependence of Vieal upon the reflectivity T} is given by combining
Eqs. (3.8, 3.10, 3.11)
2T}(1 - T})
Videal = 1- 2T} + 2T}2
In the presence of loss El, E2, El', E2' at the input and output ports of the
(3.13)
beamsplitter, measuring reflectivity can be measured by performing a pair of ex-
periments (Fig. 3.3) that are equivalent to four equations of four unknowns which
can then be solved simultaneously. Assuming we have a fixed light intensity M in-
put into port 1, then from input losses El, E2 and output losses El', E2' the detection
scheme in Fig. 3.3 will measure two intensities
(3.14)
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(a) (b)




E2 Ez" E2 E2"
Figure 3.3: Beamsplitter reflectivity T/ is measured, independent of input and output losses
Cl, c2, cl', C2', by measuring the classical intensity outputs Nu" NI.2', Nz.)'" Nz.z'. for a fixed
input intensity M.
Similarly, inputting M into port 2 yields the int nsiti s
(3.15)
Combining Eqs. (3.14 & 3.15) yields an equation quadratic in TJ with solution
(3.16)
This quantity can then b us d to omput Vid al-
Imperfections in the waveguid su h as polari tion r spatial mod" scrambling
will degrade the degeneracy of th photon pair nd r du 'e h m astir cl V bel w
Videal' The relative visibility Vr l = V/Vid al i th r for a m asur of th fid lity f
operation of a directional coupl rand quantifi p rf rrnanc £ r ph tonic- quantum
circuits.
Temporal delay is not th only m thod for h
Varied distinguishability betw n th tw pho 'vi ny pram t r is quail
valid, provided it can b sufficiently manipulat d. f istinguishabllity
that cannot be controlled d grade quantum int rf r n f r xampl
polarisation or spatial mode s rambling in w v guid x mpl . Til ability t
model distinguishability and th r for quantify th gr f ph
degradation is also useful and whi h an b hi v d with ingl
For example we can model distinguishability by on id ring n input at ( , . (e)a~ +
sin(e)b~) 10). In this way we can continu u ly un b w n tw inti I ph
ata~ 10) and two completely distinguishabl photons atb110). Thi f rmali m map
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directly onto rotating relative polarisation. Proceeding in this manner, we obtain
at (cos(B)a~ + sin(B)b~)10) ~ [cos(B){iV17(1 - 17)aV + 17a1,a~,
-(1 - 17)a~,ai, + iVTJ(I - TJ)a~,2}
+ sin(O){iV17(I - TJ)a1,b~, + 17aI,b~,
-(1 - 17)a;,b!, + iV17(1 - 17)a~,a;,}] 10~3.17)
Again, since aj 10) and bj 10) are orthogonal, it follows that the probability to
simultaneously detect one photon at each of the outputs l' and 2' is given by
(3.18)
Combining this with Eqs. (3.10,3.11) yields quantum interference visibility depen-
dent upon 17and a mode-mismatch parameter 0
v = (1 - sin
2(B))(TJ2+ (1 - TJ)2) - cos2(B)(2TJ - 1)2
172+ (1 - 17)2
2 2TJ(1 - 17) 2= cos (0) 1 _ 2TJ+ 2TJ2 = cos (B) Videal (3.19)
3.4 Two photon quantum interference in direc-
tional couplers
All linear optics can be modelled exactly using finite unitary matrices, allowing
different architecture to have equivalent matrix representations. In this way, a
waveguide directional coupler is represented by the matrix UBS given in Eq. (3.1)
and is equivalent to a bulk optical beamsplitter realised using a semi-reflective,
surface for example. The Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment can therefore be tested
using waveguide directional couplers.
The complete experimental setup used for measuring two photon quantum in-
terference in a waveguide directional coupler is given schematically in Fig. 3.4.
Photon pairs are generated via SPDC (see chapter 2) at a wavelength of 804nm
collected into polarisation maintaining fibre which are connected to arrays of po-
larisation maintaining fibre which are spaced by 250Jlm apart to match the spacing
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Figure 3.4: The experimental setup for measuring Hong-Ou-Mandel quanutm interference in
a directional coupler. A continuous wave 402nm diode laser pumps a nonlinear BiBO crystal for
type-I down conversion, to generate approximately single pairs of degenerate photons (804nm,
see chapter 2). The photons are collected into polarisation maintaining fibre (PMF), which are
butt-coupled to the waveguide chip using arrays of PMF. The green arrow indicates a microm ter
actuator used to control the relative temporal delay between th arrival tim . of the degenerat
photon pair. Figure reproduced from [43].
of the input and output waveguides of the optical chip. Th array i th n b t-
coupled to the optical chip using 6-axis manual nano-p iti ning tag (X-Y-Z
translation together with pitch, yaw and roll). The output f th
using an array of single mode fibre, which i UI 1 singl
photon counting modules (PerkinElmer) for coincid nt 1 unting 1 gi
Fig. 3.4 plots the raw quantum interference dat tak n in a H ng- u-M nd I
experiment using a coupler with reflectivity rJ = 0.512 ± 0.0007, omput d u ing
Eq. (3.16). The measured visibility is 0.958±0.005, whil th maximum achi v bl
visibility for this reflectivity is Videal = 0.9987 ± 0.0001 (using Eq. (3.13)). v n
further identical experiments are p rformed, for a rang of diff r nt r fl tivity
directional couplers fabricated on two separate chips: Fig. 3.6 di play th m a-
sured visibility V as a function of the equivalent refl ctivity n. Th curv i a fit of
Eg. (3.19) with the mode mismatch parameter e = 0.218 ± 0.001 as a fre -variabl
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Figure 3.5: Hong-Ou-Mandel quantum interference in a laser direct-write waveguide directional
coupler. The number of coincident detections across the output of the coupler are plotted as
a function of the relative temporal delay between the two input photons. Error bars are from
assuming Poissonian statistics on the coincidence rate and are smaller than the point size. The
fit is gaussian plus a linear curve to account for decoupling of the photon pair source as the
collecting fibre in the source is moved. Figure reproduced from reference [43].
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Figure 3.6: Quantum interference visibility for Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments performed using
a range of differing reflectivity TJ directional couplers fabricated in two differ nt monolithic chips.
Each data-point represents one experiment which is fitted as in Fig. 3.5 and error bars are
commuted using 95% confidence on the fitting parameters. Error bars are smaller than the data
points. Figure reproduced from reference [43].
in the fit. The average relative visibility Vrel = V/Videal for the eight coupler
Vre1 = 0.952 ± 0.005. We note that the non-ideal relative visibility is attribut d t
an imperfect experimental setup, rather than to th dire tional coupl I' ; f r x-
ample slight distinguishability of the photon pairs in pol ri at ion and w v length
and the data given is not corrected for accidental oin id ne ount ari ing from
the five nano-second coincidence window in the counting I troni .
3.5 Three photon quantum interference in a di-
rectional coupler
Hong-Ou-Mandel interference generalises in many forms, including varying th op-
tical circuit or the number of degenerate photons used in the exp rim nt. Her w
report an example of a three-photon interference experiment, fir t d monstrat d
in bulk optics [82], which we realise in a femtosecond laser machined waveguid
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directional coupler (see chapter 2) [43]. Analogous to the Hong-Ou-Mandel experi-
ment, three photons are incident into a beamsplitter with the initial state 12)1 11)2;
provided the beamsplitter has reflectivity TJ = 2/3, destructive interference leads




for three indistinguishable photons with associated creation operators a}. In con-
trast, we can consider two further cases where we introduce one distinguishable
photon along with two indistinguishable photons: ~aI2 c110) and aI bI a110), where
(01ajb} 10) = 0, (01 ajc} 10) = 0 and (01 bjc} 10) = O. Launching the state ~aI2 c~ 10)
is modelled according to
where we have underlined the terms that give rise to detecting two photons at
output 1 and one photon at output 2. The probability for such a detection event
is 4/27 + 8/27 = 4/9. Launching the state aI bI a110) is modelled according to
alblallO) UB~ (~v1al'bl,a~ - ~v1al,2bl' - ~v1al,2bl'
2i t 2 t 2i t t 2 itt t)+ Iilal' bI,+ Iilbl'a2, + lilaI,a2,b2, 10)3v3 3v3 3v3
(3.24)
(3.25)
The probability to detect two photons at output 1 and one photon at output 2 for
this case is 2/27 + 4/27 = 2/9.
The fourth case we consider is to make all three input photons as distinguish-
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fs Ti:sapphire laser,
780nm
Figure 3.7: Experimental setup for measuring three-photon quantum interference in a waveg-
uide directional coupler. The multi-photon state is produced via pulsed spontaneous parametric
down conversion (see chapter 2). The photons are launched into and coll cted from the chip
using butt-coupled arrays of optical fibre. Figure reproduced from [43].
able, modelled according to
For this case, the probability to d teet two photon at output 1 and on phot n
at output 2 is 2/27 + 2/27 + 8/27 = 4/9. From thi mod 1, W an onclud
that a Hong-Ou-Mandel style dip in detecting two photon t output 1 and on
photon at output 2 can be observed, by launching thr indistingui habl photon
in the state ~a12 a~ 10) in into a TJ = 2/3 reflectivity beamsplitter and cl laying,
1 t2 t I )for example, the photon input into port 2, in order to input th tate J2Tal b2 0 .
This experiment has been previously reported using bulk optics [82].
Fig. 3.7 displays the experimental setup for launching the tat s *,a12 at 10)
and ~a12b~ 10) into an TJ = 2/3 reflectivity waveguide dir ctional upl r. Th
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three photon state is post-selected from the four photon term 12)12) in the four
photon down conversion state, output from a two-mode, pulsed Ti:sapphire multi-
photon spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) source (see chapter 2).
One of the collected modes-coupled into polarisation maintaining fibre (PMF)-is
split non-deterministically using a PMF splitter of which one output is connected
directly to one avalanche photodiode (APD 4) single photon counting module.
The remaining fibre from the splitter is connected to the input of a 250J1m spaced
polarisation maintaining fibre array (not shown). The second collecting fibre from
the SPDC source is connected to the neighbouring fibre in the array; the array is
then butt-coupled to the inputs of an TJ = 2/3 directional coupler. The two optical
fibres guiding photons output from the SPDC, into the waveguide chip are coarsely
matched in length with a tolerance of f"V 5mm; the optical delay between photons
input into modes 1 and 2 is then tuned to zero using a micrometer actuator-
translating one collecting fibres along the direction of incoming photons-and a
reduced visibility, two photon Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment. The four-photon co-
incidence event is then recorded with APDs 1-4 as shown in Fig. 3.7, using non-
deterministic number resolving detection via an optical fibre splitter and APDs 1
and 2, to detect two photons in output I'.
Fig. 3.8 shows the generalized HOM dip observed in a TJ = 0.659 reflectivity
direct-write coupler. The visibility of this dip is V = 0.84 ± 0.03 (compared with
V = 0.78 ± 0.05 in a previous bulk optics implementation [82]). The non-unit
visibility is attributed mainly to a degree of temporal distinguishability of the two
photons produced in the source in the 12)1 state.
3.6 Discussion
We have demonstrated quantum interference of two and three photon states in
femtosecond laser machined waveguide directional couplers. Together with pre-
vious results [42] reporting V = 94.8% visibility Hong-Ou-Mandel interference in
similar structures implemented using standard lithographic techniques (see chapter
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Figure 3.8: Generalised Hong-Ou-Mandel interference of three photons measured in an reflec-
tivity T/ = 0.659 directional coupler. The four-photon detection events plotted on the vertical axis
correspond to detecting two photons at output I' and one photon at output 2' of the directional
coupler. The horizontal axis corresponds to relative optical delay between inputs 1 and 2. Figure
reproduced from [43].
2)-subsequently improved to unit visibility [45]-waveguid directional upl rs
satisfy one of the key requirements for constructing lin ar opti al exp riments
to test quantum mechanics and to realise proof-of principl quantum t hn 10-
gies. We have reported controlled quantum interference over a rang of devic s
by varying coupler reflectivity and we have r ported an improv dint rf r n vi-
ibility in a particular example of multi-photon quantum int rfer n . Th follow-
ing chapters investigate further photonic quantum int rfer n e in mor omplex
waveguide structures. While the remainder of this th si i cone rned with ex-
periments employing lithographically fabricated waveguid circuits, f mto- nd
laser machined waveguide structures do overcome c rtain limitation of standard
lithographic approaches, opening the way to thr e dimensional tructur s and the





The work presented here was published as reference [44]: "Shor's quantum factor-
ing algorithm on a photonic chip" [A. Politi, J. C. F. Matthews, J. L. O'Brien,
Science, 325 1221 (2009)].
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter discussed quantum interference using waveguide directional
couplers as an integrated version of a beamsplitter. The beam splitter is one of
the building blocks of any quantum optical technology, including linear optical
quantum computing. In this chapter, we discuss the use of multiple directional
couplers to create quantum optical logic. Specifically we demonstrate the use of
two such coupler based logic gates in a single Silica-on-Silicon waveguide chip (see
section 2.4.2) to realise a proof of principle demonstration of a subroutine of Shor's
quantum factoring algorithm to factorize 15.
Peter Shor's quantum factoring algorithm [83]determines the prime factors of
a large number exponentially faster than any other known method-a computing
task that lies at the heart of modern information security. Shor's full algorithm re-
quires a full-scale quantum computer to harnesses the 'massive parellism' afforded
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by quantum superposition and entanglement of quantum information.
Despite progress towards this goal, proof-of-principle (and non-scalable) com-
piled demonstrations of Shor's algorithm have so far only been possible with liquid-
state nuclear magnetic resonance [84] and bulk optical implementations of simpli-
fied logic gates [17, 18], owing to the need for several logic gates operating on
several qubits, even for small-scale compiled versions. To date, these approaches
cannot be scaled to a large number of qubits due to the purity, size and stability
limitations of these systems. Furthermore, before attempting to perform Shor's
algorithm in a fault tolerant regime, the full algorithm for factorizing 15 requires
rv 4000 quantum gates and 21 qubits [18].
In the short term, implementing compiled versions of algorithms serve as a
benchmark of the level of complexity achievable by quantum platforms due to the
complexity requirements of several operational quantum logic gates and multiple
qubits. They also allow the community to test aspects of a given quantum algo-
rithm and can be considered to be tests of a subroutine of the full algorithm using
the successful operation of the required multiple logic gates and qubits.
4.2 A compiled version of Shor's algorithm
Factorisation is simple to define: given a product of two unknown prime numbers
N = pq, determine the constituent factors p and q. Solving factorisation equates
to finding the parameter r known as the order of a given coprime a of N. Euler's
theorem dictates that for all coprime integers a and N (no common factor), there
exists r such that
aT = 1 mod Nand 1 $ r < N (4.1)
Provided r is even, then it follows that
aT - 1 = (aT/2 - 1) (aT/2 + 1) = 0 mod N (4.2)
which implies N divides the product (aT /2 - 1) (aT /2 + 1). Since r is the order of
a modulo N, and provided aT/2 =1= -1mod N, then it follows that the factors of
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N must each divide (aT /2 - 1) and (aT /2 + 1). This therefore implies the factors
of N are given by the greatest common divisors of Nand (aT /2 ± 1) which can be
computed efficiently on a classical computer using Euclid's algorithm. The most
challenging part of Shor's algorithm, requiring the power of quantum computation,
is to therefore find the order r of some randomly chosen coprime a of N.
There is no known classical algorithm that can achieve this in time or resources
polynomial in N. However, the order finding routine of Shor's quantum algorithm
uses entanglement and superposition across two registers of s = 2log2 N qubits
(known as the argument register Xi and the function register Ii) to compute the
modular exponential function (MEF) aZ mod N in a polynomial number of re-
sources and time. The routine initialises the first register as a superposition of
all the states in the s+qubit computational basis, and applies a so-called MEF
unitary transformation that evolves the state to
(4.3)
This is a highly entangled state. At this stage a quantum Fourier transform
(QFT) is applied on the first register to obtain
(4.4)
From this state, interference between the terms leads to amplitude peaks for y =
c281r, c E Z and therefore the order r is found with high probability [1].
It is important to note that the entire routine fails for two conditions: (i) r is
not even and (ii) aT/2 = -1mod N. In either case, factorisation has the benefit
that verification is simple since multiplication of two proposed factors p and q is
efficient to do on a classical computer. Furthermore, a key element of the algorithm
is that the initial co-prime a is chosen at random. Provided this is the case, then it
is shown that the whole routine has a probability of P > 112 of success. Therefore
a linear number n of repetitions of the routine increases the probability of success
towards unity according to P > 1 - 1/2n [1, 83].
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Figure 4.1: The quantum circuit for a compiled version of Shor's algorithm. Figure adapted
from reference [44].
Our demonstration factorizes 15 using a compiled version of the order finding
routine in Shor's algorithm. The method of compiling Shor's algorithm ari es from
the fact that each each coprime a of N does not require the full circuit for the whole
algorithm [85]. The circuit given in Fig. 4.1 was previously impl m nted in bulk
optical architecture [18] and is designed specifically factorize 15 by fin ing th order
of the coprime a = 2, which does lead to th correct a1cul tion of the factors of 15.
This compilation reduces the required number of function qubit (fi) by v lu ting
loga[aX mod N] in place of aX mod N; reducing th numb r of functi n qubit fr m
10ga[N] to log2[loga[N]]. Note that the function loga[aX mod N] and aX m d N
have the same period. The main components of thi fiv qubit cir uit ar tw
controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates (discussed in section 4.3), ingl qubit op ration
and an inverse quantum Fourier transform (QFT). The circuit i furth r simplified
by the fact that the inverse QFT shown in Fig. 4.1 is not ne d d in th ir uit
for our case (nor for any r = 2[, l E IN), and can b perform d by la i I p t
processing, as shown in the supplemental material of [1 ].
The circuit [18] operates on five qubits, one of which, XQ, is ff tiv ly r dundant
as it remains in a separable state throughout and is only used in th clas ical imple-
mentation of the QFT. Inputting the state I'I/!in) = 10)xl 10)x210) /111) /2 produ sa
product of two maximally entangled Bell pairs: ~(IO)xl 10)/l+ll)xl 11)/l)(10)x211) /2+
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Il)x210) /2)' Tracing out the Ji qubits allows the outputs of the quantum com-
putation to be obtained by measuring the Xi qubits in the computational ba-
sis, which combined with the qubit Xo in the zero state, yields the 3-bit output:
X2, Xl, Xo = 000, 010, 100, or 110. These 3-bit numbers correspond to the values
0, 2, 4 and 6, respectively. The first number is an expected failure inherent to
Shor's algorithm, while the third yields the trivial factors 1 and 15. The second
and fourth outcomes allow the calculation of the order r = 4 of a = 2, which via
Euclid's classical algorithm-efficient on a classical computer-yields the correct
prime factors 3 and 5. Therefore a single implementation of the routine, with
deterministic gates, has an overall success rate of 1/2.
4.3 Linear optical CNOT gate
The ability to entangle qubits is fundamental for quantum computing, quantum
information processing and quantum mechanical technologies in general. Any can-
didate platform for quantum information science must provide a means for generat-
ing entanglement and in the circuit model of quantum computation, the two-qubit
controlled NOT (CNOT) gate is the basis for achieving this.
Together with arbitrary single qubit rotations, the CNOT gate forms the uni-
versal set of gates for quantum computation and gains its importance from its
ability to manipulate the state of two qubits-known as the control qubit (C) and
the target qubit (T)-in such a way that the final output can be entangled. For this
reason the performance of the CNOT gate has become a benchmark to evaluate
the capabilities of quantum platforms. In the computational basis, the operation
of a CNOT gate is simple; the state of the target qubit is flipped, conditional on
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the logical state of the control qubit:
10)c 10)T C~T 10)c 10)
la)c 11h C~T la)c 11)
11)c la)T C~T l1)c 11)





The ability of the CNOT gate to entangle two qubits becomes clear when a coherent
superposition state is input as the target qubit, for example inputting the state
I+)c 10h generates a maximally entangled Bell state
(4.9)
A post-selected version of the CNOT gate was proposed that consists only of
linear optical components [86, 87] and has since been implemented using bulk-
optical elements [12, 88-91] using a range of methods to avoid instability of the
central interferometer and applied to proof of principle demonstrations of quan-
tum computing, for example compiled versions of Shor's algorithm [17, 18]. Such
implementations typically occupy O{I)m2 of bulk optical elements bolted down
on an optical bench, potentially limiting the scalability of such an approach. This
has driven miniaturised realisations using polarisation encoding in optical fibre
[39] and waveguide circuits integrated into monolithic chips [42, 45, 79]. Fig. 4.2
displays the original circuit proposed in references [86, 87] depicted with waveguide
circuitry [42, 45, 79].
The linear optical [86, 87] CNOT gate works as follow: control C and target
T qubits are each encoded by a photon in two waveguides Co, Cl and To, TI. Two
T/ = 1/2 reflectivity beamsplitters in target waveguides (To and TI) form a balanced
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer to perform either the identity operation or the NOT
operation on T, conditional on a phase shift in the interferometer. For C in the logi-
cal one state (photon in the waveguide Cl)' the control and target photons interfere
non-classically at the central T/ = 1/3 reflectivity beamsplitter. For T/ = 1/3, the
resulting state evolves via quantum interference to 11)c 10h ~ -1/3(11)c 10h),
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of a linear optical CNOT gate, realised in waveguide
using directional couplers (with labeled reflectivity) to realise the required beamsplitters [42].
Figure reprod uced from [79].
conditional on post-selecting one photon in Co or Cl and one photon in To or Tl.
This causes a 7f phase difference between the arms of the interferometer, and so
performing a NOT operation on the target qubit. Of course, due to post-selection,
the presented scheme does not work with certainty: it is possible, for example, to
find two photon in the control or target outputs. Operation of the gate therefore
relies on the ability to detect the presence of only one photon in either of the con-
trol modes and on photon in either of the target modes to herald the success of
the gat . Th probability of such an event is equal to 1/9 for all the possible com-
binations of input stat ,given by two further fJ = 1/3 reflectivity couplers that
balanc the overall gate uccess probability. This circuit has become particularly
important for quantum optical platforms as a benchmark, since it relies on both
quantum interfer neat the central 1/3 beamsplitter and classical interference in
the Mach Zehnder interferometer acting on the target qubit.
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4.4 Realising the compiled algorithm with a waveg-
uide circuit
The physical implementation of a compiled version of the order finding routine
for Shor's factoring algorithm to factor 15 for coprime a = 2 and order r = 4
is shown in Fig. 4.3. It consists of two non-deterministic controlled-phase (CZ)
gates (each with success P = 1/9, conditional on post selection) and six one-
qubit complex Hadamard (H) gates [8]. The computation proceeds as follows:
Four photons are input into the "0" or "I" waveguides to prepare the initial state
!1Pin) = !O)xl!O)x2!O)h!I)h (this does not represent the number 15, but rather the
initialization for the compiled algorithm to compute the factors of 15). The H
gates, implemented by 'fJ = 1/2 reflectivity directional couplers, then prepare each
qubit in a superposition of 0 and 1, such that the entire state is a superposition of
all possible four-bit inputs. The core process is then performed by two independent
CZ gates, each implemented by a network of three 'fJ = 1/3 reflectivity directional
couplers as described in section 4.3, that create a highly entangled output state
[17, 18]. Measurement of the output state of qubits Xl and X2, and classical
processing, gives the results of the computation. The network of CZ and H
gates used to realise the compiled algorithm are integrated in one silica-on-silicon
waveguide chip; the circuit is drawn schematically in Fig. 4.3 and consists of two
copies of a single circuit (labeled devl and dev2).
The qubits used for the algorithm were realised with two pairs of 790nm photons
generated simultaneously via spontaneous parametric down conversion, collected
into two pairs of polarisation maintaining fibre (chapter 2). The photons were
then coupled into and out of the chip with butt-coupled arrays of optical fibre and
detected at the end of the integrated device using Silicon avalanche photo diode
single photon counting modules.
Devices devl and dev2 were each measured in the computational basis using
photon pairs. The quantum interference condition required for circuit operation
ensured using a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment [65]. The truth tables for devl and
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dev2 are given in Fig. 4.4 and with the ideal truth table they have fidelities of
S = 87.8± 1.1% and S = 89.4± 1.3% respectively, where fidelity between ideal and
measured distributions is given by S = (Li,j JR"jP!,j)2/Li,j Pi,j Li,j P!,j. We
attribute the non-perfect similarity to imperfect splitting ratios in the composite
directional couplers and slight distinguishability of the incident photons.
To run the quantum algorithm we input the four qubits in the logical "0" state;
the measured output statistics of qubits Xl and x2-together with the qubit Xo
that remains in the 0 state-in the binary string X2XIXO, are presented in Fig. 4.5,
showing the four outcomes y = 000 = 0, y = 010 = 2, y = 100 = 4, Y = 110 = 6
(expressed in both binary and decimal notation). The reversal of the outcome
order is the only step required for the simplified inverse quantum Fourier transform
[18]. Outputs y = 010 = 2 and y = 110 = 6 lead to the correct calculation for
finding the order r = 4 of a = 2 for the algorithm, which then enables efficient
classical computation of the factors 3 and 5; y = 100 = 4 gives the trivial factors
(1 and 15); and y = 000 = 0 is an expected failure mode inherent to Shor's
algori thm. Calculation of T, as detailed for example in [1], is com pu ted from the
dev1
dev2
Figur 4.3: Schematic of the waveguide circuit that implements the compiled version of Shor's
algorithm. The Xn qubits carry the result of the algorithm; in qubits form the function register
of additional qubits required for the computation.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: Performance of devl and dev2. (a) The ideal truth table for the two devices. The
measured logical truth tables of gates dev1 (b) and dev2 (c) in Fig. 4.3, used to realise a compiled






000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
x2x,xO
Figure 4.5: Measured outcomes of the compiled algorithm consisting of the two exp cted
success and two expected fails of the algorithm. The success of the demonstration is measured
by the similarity distribution of the output events and the ideal distribution (dashed lin) which
in this demonstration is a uniform probabaility of 1/4 for outcomes corr sponding to 000, 010,
100 and 111 and a proability of 0 for the remaining possible outcomes.
expression y/2s = cf r where cl r, for some integer c, is a fraction in its simplest
form and s is the number of qubits in the argument register (s = 3 in our case).
The continued fractions expansion (which is efficiently computable on a classical
computer) can then be used to extract r; in our case we have y/8 = 2/8 = 1/4
and y/8 = 6/8 = 3/4, in both cases yielding r = 4 from the denominator of the
reduced fraction. The output result shows a similarity of S = 98.9 ± 0.8% between
the measured distribution P and the ideal distribution P (dashed line). We note
that this distribution can be computed for example with classical means, however
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full quantum process tomography of the scheme we have demonstrated here has
been reported [18], demonstrating the required presence of entanglement.
4.5 Discussion
This demonstration of a small-scale compiled version of Shor's algorithm illustrates
that multiple directional coupler based circuits can be integrated together to per-
form simple quantum logic gate and shows great promise for quantum technologies
using integrated waveguide circuits. Our results report the interferometric stabil-
ity (classical interference) and quantum interference conditions required to realise
quantum circuits of similar complexity. Any quantum computer is a many-particle,
many-path interferometer; the capability to implement such complex interferom-
eters in a stable and miniaturized architecture is therefore critical to the future
realization of large-scale quantum algorithms.
However, the measurement of the circuit was performed in the logical com-
putational basis alone. While quantum coherence inside identical structures has
previously been reported [42, 79], there is now need of a means for reconfigurability
of waveguide circuits to perform state and process tomography as was carried out
in bulk optical implementation of the experiment reported here [18] and indeed
other quantum technology circuits [88]. The following chapter begins to address
this by testing a device equivalent to a reconfigurable beam splitter.
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Chapter 5
Quantum interference in a
waveguide interferometer
The work presented in this chapter was published as reference [46]: "Manipulation
of multiphoton entanglement in waveguide quantum circuits" [J. C. F. Matthews,
A. Politi, A. Stefanov, J. L. O'Brien, Nature Photonics, 3, 346 (2009)].
5.1 Introduction
Quantum-enhanced technologies require methods to precisely prepare and control
quantum systems including performing state and process tomography-verifying
coherent quantum operation [88]-and the optical switching required for feed-
forward for optical quantum computing [11]. From a practical point of view,
experimental quantum physics can greatly benefit from reconfigurability, allowing
realisation of multiple quantum optical circuits using a single nested circuit of
interferometers and appropriate phase shifters capable of implementing arbitrary
unitary operation acting on an arbitrary number N of optical modes [92]. The
key to reconfigurable quantum optical circuits is to control the parameters that
describe the space of unitary operations acting on N modes, SU(N) [93]. The
simplest reconfigurable quantum circuit is equivalent to a balanced interferometer
that realises a subset of SU(2) and is the basic circuit component from which to
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construct arbitrary reconfigurable circuitry [92].
In this chapter, we highlight the potential of integrated optics for realising
reconfigurable circuits. We use a Mach Zehnder interferometer-integrated on a
waveguide chip with optical phase control based on a resistive heating element-
as a reconfigurable reflectivity beamsplitter to continuously and accurately tune
Hong-Ou-Mandel interference visibility, yielding a maximum visibility of 98.2 ±
0.9%. We use the circuit to manipulate a single qubit-e-encoded on a single photon
in two paths-observing an interference contrast of 98.2 ± 0.3%.. Finally, we gen-
erate and manipulate post-selected photon-number path entanglement relevant
to quantum metrology-within the chip, observing 2- and 4-photon super-resolved
interference fringes with respective contrasts 97.2 ± 0.4%. and 92 ± 4% sufficient to
beat the standard quantum limit.
5.2 Integrated Mach Zehnder interferometer with
a resistive heating element
Interferometers consist of a means of splitting and recombining optical modes (typ-
ically beamsplitters) and an accurate and stable means for controlling optical path
lengths on a sub-wavelength scale, equivalent to a phase shift or Z(8) operation.
The whole circuit is then often required to be kept stable on a sub-wavelength
scale. As with path encoding in general, accurate realisation of Z(8) operations
requires passively stable architectures such as beam displacers [12] and displaced
Sagnac interferometers [23] or actively stabilisation techniques (used for example
in [94]).
The inherent stability offered by monolithic integrated waveguide optics pro-
vides straightforward realisation of Mach Zehnder interferometers with phase shifts
that can be realised using for example resistive heating elements as reported here.
Such an implementation has the benefits of a miniaturised architecture (the inter-
ferometer discussed here is on the mm scale), independent operation to the envi-
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Figure 5.1: Controlling quantum states of light in waveguide circuits. (a) Schematic of an
integrated Mach Zehnder interferometer realised with waveguide and resistive heating elements
(not to scale). The bearnspJitters are realised with 50 : 50 ratio directional couplers while the
controllable phase shifter is realised by a resistive heater placed above one arm of the interfer-
ometer. (b) Cross section ill ustrating the structure of one waveguide located beneath a resistive
heater. (c) The imulation of the intensity profile single mode guided in the silica waveguide for
the operated wavelength of 780nm. Figure reproduced from [46].
ronment and a route to realising fully reconfigurable and nested interferometers
acting on many mod s, as required in proposal [92]. The schematic in Fig. 5.1(a)
is of a Silica-on- ili on (s e chapter 2) Mach Zehnder interferometer constructed
from two lithographically patterned directional couplers and an electrically con-
traIl d r i tiv hating lement that locally heats part of the waveguide circuit.
Th r si tiv heating clement wa fabricated as a final metal layer lithographically
patt rn d on the t p of th devices to form resistive elements (R) and the metal
conn ction and ntact pads (Pl and P2) shown in Fig. 5.1(a) and Fig. 5.1(b).
Applying a voltage between PI and P2 allows the current in R to generate
heat whi h di ipat s into the local structure and raises the temperature T of
th cladding and core of th waveguide section directly beneath R. The change
in refra tive index n of ilica is given to first approximation [95] by dnj dT =
10-5 jK (ind p nd nt of ompo itional variation in the structure) which in turn
alters the mode group index of the light confined in the waveguide beneath R.
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The heat generated inside R dissipates through the depth of the structure to the
silicon substrate which acts as a heat sink. The element was designed to provide
a continuously variable phase shift that includes the range 1> E [-7r /2, tt /2] for
wavelengths in the range 780 - 810nm and for operation at room temperature.
5.3 Mach Zehnder interferometer matrix repre-
sentation
The reported interferometer consists of two T/ = 1/2 reflectivity beamsplitters,
which is modelled as in previous chapters with complex Hadamard matrix
1 (1 i)He ~ J2 i 1 (5.1)
equal to the square-root of a NOT or (7x operation.
Relative optical phase shifts between two optical modes are modelled by the
operation ei~O'. = Z(1)); for a single photon path encoded qubit this is equal to







It follows that He is related by two phase shifts of ei 3; 0'. to the real valued
Hadamard operator H according to
(5.3)
Computing the matrix product HeZ{¢)He, we see that a directional coupler-
based Mach Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 5.1(a)) is represented by the matrix
(5.4)
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Which is equivalent to the operation X (0) = e+Tx according to
·3" . 3" '1!. ·3,.. ·3,..(ietTUz H etTUz )et 2 Uz(ietTuz H etTUz)




where we have used the relations X(O) = HZ(O)H and Z(OdZ((}2) = Z((}2)Z((}1) =
Z(OI + (2).
Optically, we can interpret the operation of the circuit in Fig. 5.1 (a) to act on
a single photon input into mode a according to the three-step process
a! 10) He 1 (t . t) (5.8)~ J2 «: + lad 10)
Z(tP~ ~ (a! + ieitPaj) 10) (5.9)
He
-i (sin~at + cos~eitPa~) 10) (5.10)~
which: (5.8) creates a superposition of the single input across modes c and d; (5.9)
varies the phase of the superposition by 4> at e and f; (5.10) before recombination
of the state at the second directional coupler. Similarly, a single photon input into
mode b is transformed according to
ab 10) Urn) -i (cos~at - sin~eitPa1) 10) (5.11)
Addition of a second phase shift at the output of the interferometer would allow
arbitrary single qubit state generation, encoded across the two modes; application
of the inverse circuit (using the circuit in the reverse direction, for example) would
provide a means for arbitrary projective measurement. Addition of a third phase
shift would provide a means for realising any two mode unitary, since combining
a circuit equivalent to an arbitrary X(O) rotation together with two further Z
rotations in the product
(5.12)
realises an arbitrary unitary rotation acting on two modes (an arbitrary member of
SU(2)), via the Euler angle construction [93,96] parameterized by the real angles
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Figure 5.2: The Reck et. al. scheme [92] for realising an arbitrary unitary acting on N = 7
modes, illustrating how a variable beam splitter based Mach Zehnder interferometer an be used
as a core component. Figure adapted from [97].
o ::; Q, '"Y ::; tt and 0 ::; /3 ::; 7r /2. In general, a Mach Zehnder interf rometer is
the basis for reconfigurable circuits that can realise any member of SU(N) [92], a'
illustrated in Fig. 5.2 for N = 7.
5.4 Hong-Ou-Mandel interference in a reconfig-
urable waveguide beam splitter
In general, photonic circuits such as optical entangling logic gat s-[l1, 12, 42] for
example and as discussed in chapter 4 [97]-are compris d of a number of differ nt
reflectivity couplers which can be adequately realis d with fix d refl tivity ou-
pler. Semi-reconfigurable photonic circuits, including routing of phot n [11], and
fully-reconfigurable circuits [92] can be realized by combining uch variable 17de-
vices. In chapter 3 we observed Hong-Ou-Mandel quantum int rf r n in a rang
of separate directional couplers with varying r fl ctivity 17,illu trating th ffect
coupling ratio has on quantum interference. With a Mach Zehnd r int rf rom t r
it is possible to perform the same series of experiments with a single r onfigurabl
device [67].
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splitter
The matrix representation of a Mach Zehnder interferometer, given in Eq. (5.4)
is exactly that of a single beam splitter with variable reflectivity
. 2¢TJ = sm -
2
(5.13)
On varying the parameter ¢, we performed multiple Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments
[65]using the device shown in Fig. 5.1 for a range of beamsplitter reflectivities TJ.
Degenerate photon pairs from a low power pulsed SPDC source (see chapter 2)
were launched into inputs a and b of the device, with an off-chip optical delay used
to scan through the photons relative arrival time. The resulting simultaneous
detection rate Pg,h of a single photon at both outputs 9 and h was then recorded.
Each experiment resulted in a characteristic quantum interference "dip" in Pg,h,
centred around zero delay, for which we recorded the visibility (given by V =
(Pmax - Pmin)/Pmax) for a range of TJ. As we saw in chapter 3, ideal quantum
interference is dependent upon beamsplitter reflectivity according to
21/(1- TJ) 2sin2¢
\!ideal = 1 - 2TJ+ 2TJ2 - 3 + cos2¢ (5.14)
Fig. 5.3 plots the measured quantum interference visibility observed for different
values of ¢ (and therefore TJ). The insets of Fig. 5.3 show two examples of the raw
data used to generate this curve: (a) ¢ = -0.49 ± 0.01 radians, V = 0.129± 0.009
and (b) ¢ = -1.602 ± 0.01 radians, V = 0.982 ± 0.009. The average relative
visibility Vrel = V/Videal for all of the data in Fig. 5.3 is Vrel = 0.980 ± 0.003
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Figure 5.3: 2-photon quantum interference in a reconfigurabl device. Main panel: Visibil-
ity of the Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment performed using the integrated MZ int rf rom t r as a
continuously variable beam splitter with effective reflectivity 'rl = 0 2 (¢j2). Th solid line is
a theoretical fit that corresponds to Eq. (5.14), with a small phas -off t and a small amount
of mode-mismatch as the only two free parameters. Error bars are from confidenc intervals on
the best-fit. Inset (a) High visibility 2-photon interference. Inset (b) Low visibility 2-photon
interference. Both inset plots are displayed, as discussed in chapter 3, as a plot of 2-photon rate
versus the relative optical delay between the interfering photons and fitted with a function that
takes into account the non Gaussian shape of the interference filter used in the exp rirnent; error
bars for each inset are given by Poissonian statistics. Figure reproduced from [46].
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5.5 Manipulation of multi-photon entanglement:
NOON state manipulation for on-chip quan-
tum metrology
Sub-wavelength sensitivity makes optical interferometry one of the most powerful
precision measurement tools available to modern science and technology [98],with
applications from microscopy to gravity wave detection [99, 100]. However, the
use of classical states of light limits the phase precision fl.¢ of such measurements
to the shot noise, or standard quantum limit (SQL): fl.¢ rv 1/.j"N, where N is the
average number of sensing photons passing through the measurement apparatus.
Quantum states of light-entangled states of photon number across the two paths
of an interferometer for example=enable precision better than the SQL [6]. Much
interest has therefore been generated around such states including the so-called
"NOON state" [101].
Entangled states of AI + N photons across two optical modes x and y of the
form
(5.15)
can be used to increase the frequency of interference fringes by a factor of IN - MI
without reducing fringe contrast, thereby increasing precision in estimating an
unknown change in phase fl.¢ [102]. The canonical example is the NOON state
(M = 0), which enables the ultimate precision fl.¢>::: liN-the Heisenberg limit
[101].
Multi-photon interference, surpassing the SQL in some cases, has been observed
with post-selected two-[69] three- [21] and four-photon states [22, 23], and with
two-photon loss-tolerant non-maximally entangled states [103]. For many precision
measurement applications, it is useful to encode the state using two or more spatial
modes. Stability required for such encoding can be readily achieved in compact
integrated quantum photonic devices [42, 43], as demonstrated by two-[46, 47] and
four-photon [46] interference (reference [46] is the focus of this chapter).
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The most trivial NOON state to observe is of a single photon: 11:: 0). The
sinusoidal interference pattern of a one-photon NOON state interference fringe is
identical to that of a classical light, and can therefore offer by itself no quantum
advantage for metrology. However, the resulting single photon interference pattern
arising from manipulating the l-photon NOON state 11:: 0) within the reported
device (Fig 5.1) does correspond to the manipulation of a single photon qubit
encoded across two optical modes", when launching single photons into input a and
controlling </>.The state 11:: 0):,~2= ~(l1)c 10)d+i 10)c11)d) is generated after the
first directional coupler as described in Eq. (5.8). The state is then manipulated
using the heating element (Eq. (5.9)) before the two modes e and f interfere at
the second directional coupler (Eq. (5.10)), leading to ideal photon detection rates
Pg and Ph at outputs 9 and h respectively: Pg = 1 - Ph = ~[1 - cos (</»], yielding
sinusoidal interference fringes with a period of 211'.The observed fringes are given
in Fig. 5.4(a) and have contrast C = 0.982 ± 0.003, defined for a given detection
rate P by
C = Pmax - Pmin
Pmax + Pmin (5.16)
Assuming no mixture or complex phase is introduced, the average fidelity F be-
tween the measured and ideal output state (sin (</>/2)11)9 10)h +i cos (</>/2)10)g11)h)
is computed from the data in Fig. 5.4{a); averaging over the range </>E [-11'/2,11'/2]
we observe F = 0.99984 ± 0.00004.
Ideally, the two photon NOON state 12:: 0) is generated from Hong-Ou-Mandel
interference of two degenerate photon pairs at the first beamsplitter of a Mach
Zehnder interferometer [67, 69], as shown by Eq. (3.5). Following Eqs. 5.8-5.10, a
degenerate photon pair state evolves in our device according to the following three
IFor qubit encoding we define the Fock state II}j IO}j = 10} as the logical ° and the Fock state
IO}iII)j = 11) as the logical I for (i,j) = (a,b), (c,d), (e,f), (g,h) throughout various stages of
the circuit.
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Figur 5.4: Integrat cl quantum m trology. (a) I-photon count rates at the outputs g (blue
triangle data point. , dott d fit) and h (black square data points, solid fit) as the phase <p is varied
on inputting the l-photon state 11)aIO)b' (b) 2-photon coincidental detection rate between the
outputs g and h when inputting the 2-photon state 11)a11)band varying the phase <p. (c) 4-
photon coin 'id ntal detection rate of the output state 13)9 11)h when inputting the 4-photon
state l2)a 12)b' Error bars are giv n by Poissonian statistics. Figure reproduced from [46J.
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Therefore, by varying the phase of the device by ¢, the relative phase of the
NOON state inside varies according to 2¢ as shown in Eq. (5.18). This "),,/2"
interference effect manifests itself in the probability of detecting the output state
11}g 11}h' for example. Simultaneous detection of a single photon at each output 9
and h were observed as a function of ¢, yielding an interference fringe described
by Pg,h = cos2¢ = ~(1 + cos2¢) with period 7r--half the period of the l-photon
interference fringes. The 2-photon interference fringe shown in Fig. 5.4(b) plots
the simultaneous detection rate as a function of the phase ¢. The contrast is
C = 0.972 ± 0.004, which is greater than the threshold Cth = 1/V2 required to
beat the standard quantum limit for 2-photon interference [21, 23, 102, 104].
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for on-chip quantum metrology
Four photon NOON states are not so straight-forward to generate. However,
the dynamics of the four photon NOON state can be observed in post-selection.
On inputting the four photon state 12)a 12h, the state evolves through the interfer-
ometer according to the following stages (each step is presented in both creation






After the first directional coupler the four-photon Holland and Burnett state [105]
is produced (Eqs. 5.21 and 5.22) which for four photoms is a superposition of the
desired NOON state 14 :: O)~.d and the product state 12)e 12)d' The product state
contains no relative phase information between modes e and f when 4>is varied,
and because this term is identical to the input state (with reduced amplitude) the
effect of a second beamsplitter He give rise to another Holland and Burnett state.
Only the 14 :: O};,t) term in Eqs. 5.23 and 5.24 give rise to the term sin 24>13 :: 1};.h
(in Eqs. 5.25 and 5.26), therefore detection of either 13)g Il)h or 13}g Il)h allows post
selection of the four photon NOON state. This approach was described in [106]
and applied in [23, 102] with a displaced Sagnac architecture using bulk optical
elements.
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Phase (rad)
Figure 5.5: 4-photon detection rate of the output state 13)gI1)h for higher la er power pump-
ing the down-conversion process than for Fig. 5.4(c). Figure reproduc d from supplem ntary
information of [46].
The probability of detecting either of the states 13)e 11)f or 11)e 13)f is given
by ~ (1 - cos 41», yielding a "A/4" interference fringe with p riod 7r /2. ata
taken from performing such an experiment in the wav guide Mach Z hnd r in-
terferometer is plotted as the 4-photon interferenc fringe hown in Fig. 5.4(c),
which plots the rate of simultaneous detection of four photons orr sponding to
the state 13)g 11)h (by cascading three detectors using 1 x 2 fibr -b am plitters at
the output g) against the phase 1>. The contrast of this 4-photon interf renee is
C = 0.92 ± 0.04, which is greater than the threshold Cth = 1/ J4 to in principle
beat the standard quantum limit [102].
The 4-photon interference experiment was repeated using a higher pump power
from the Ti:Sapphire laser pumping the down-conversion process (see chapter 2)
with the resulting data plotted in Fig. 5.5. This was performed to confirm with a
higher accuracy the reduced de Broglie wavelength by obtaining lower rror bars for
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the experiment. As the power of the pump is increased, the 4-photon production
rate increases, but by the same argument, the production of 6-photons start to be
non-negligible. This reduces the contrast of the measured fringe (C = 83.1±1.5%),
since losses and avalanche detectors that cannot resolve photon number give rise to
spurious counts of the 13)911)h state. Despite the post-selecting detection scheme
and the higher power, the measured contrast is still in principle sufficient to beat
the shot noise limit.
5.6 Multi-photon detection
The 1-, 2- and 4-photon detection schemes for the interference fringe experiments
shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 are shown in Fig. 5.6. The l-photon interference fringes
(Fig. 5.4(a)) are observed using one output of the Type-I spontaneous parametric
photon source (see chapter 2) coupled to input a of the waveguide circuit; mea-
surement with respect to phase ¢> is conducted by coupling each of the outputs
9 and h to fibre coupled single photon counting modules labeled A and Band
monitoring the respective single photon count rates.
The 2-photon ")"/2" interference fringes are observed by measuring the 2-fold
coincidental photon detection rate across single photon counting modules A and
B (Fig. 5.6(b)). The same 2-photon setup and detection scheme is used for the
the multiple Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments reported in Fig. 5.3.
The 4-photon interference fringes are observed using 4-photons emitted in two
modes from the pulsed spontaneous parametric photon source (see chapter 2)
and coupled into modes a and b. The "),,/4" fringe is measured by detecting
either the 13)911)hor 11)913)hFock states; the latter, for example, is detected
non-deterministically by cascading single photon counting modules B, C and D
as shown with two fibre splitters and monitoring the 4-fold coincidental photon
detection rate across A, B, C and D. Each fringe is plotted using the phase voltage
relation derived from the resistive heater calibration in the next section.
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5.7 Phase control calibration
Before performing the experiments reported in this chapter, the electrically driven
phase shift inside the device had to be calibrated in order to determine the non-
linear phase-voltage relationship ¢(V) determined at the time of chip fabrication.
For this reason each such device has to be initially calibrated. Calibration of ¢(V)
modulo tt harnesses the reduced de Broglie wavelength [21-23] of 2-photon interfer-
ence [67, 69, 104, 107-110] to more widley sample the pattern of phase dependent
interference of the maximally path entangled state ~ (12)e 10)f + ei2<PW) 10)e12)f)
generated inside the interferometer (section 5.5). The phase shift ambiguity is later
corrected to modulo 21f by direct comparison to well-known I-photon "classical"
interference.




Figure 5.6: Setup for multi-photon detection for the interference fringe xperim nts hown in
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. (a) The J-photon interference fringe excitation and d tection sch me. (b)
The 2-photon ">./2"interferencefringeexcitation and detection scheme. (c) The 4-photon ">'/4"
interference fringe excitation and detection scheme. Figure from supplementary information of
reference [46J.
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Figure 5.7: Current-voltage relation of the resistive heater. To highlight the non-ohmic relation,
we show a linear and a polynomial best fit. Figure from supplementary information of reference
[46].
by the r sistor. This translates into a quadratic relation between the applied
voltage and th phase. To take into account deviations form the ideal case, mainly
due to a non-ohmic current-voltage relation as the temperature changes (as shown
in Fig. 5.7), we fixed the form of the ¢ (V) relation as
(5.27)
wh r the V3 term is related to non-ohmic behavior of the resistor, and the V4
term is a combination of non-ohmic relation and the expansion of ¢ (V) in even
powers of V.
Fig. 5.8 plots the two-photon oincidence rate Pg,h at the output of the chip
on inputting !l)a !l)b' as a function of voltage V applied across PI and P2· The
parameters comput d from the calibration process for ¢ (V) were found by means
of best-fit of the data pr s nted in Fig. 5.8 and reported in Table 5.1, which we
use throughout our analysi of the 1-, 2- and 4- photon interference experiments
as w 11as for varying the reflectivity in 2-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments
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Figure 5.8: The 2-photon interference fringe used to calibrate the voltage-controlled phase shift
.p(V). Main panel: The 2-photon interference pattern generated from simultaneous detection of
a single photon at both outputs 9 and h as the voltage applied across the device was varied
between 0 and 5V. Error bars are given by Poissonian statistics. Inset: Plot of th phas -voltage
relationship determined from this calibration. Figure from reference [46].
reported in the preceeding sections of this chapter. The resulting r lationship is
plotted in the inset of Fig. 5.8.
Stability of the phase applied in the Mach Zehnder interf rom t r wa t t d
using single photons. Fig. 5.9 shows the results of this exp rim nt and corr ponds
to probability of detecting a photon in mode h when sending ingle photons in input
a as a function of time, a voltage of 1.4V was applied acros r si tive 1 ment. The
probability remained almost constant for more than six hour . Th mall d viation
is attributed to the different evolution of the coupling from the wav guides 9 and
h to the fiber array that collect the photons at the output of the circuit. However,
different evolution of the coupling efficiencies (loss) does not lower the quantum
mechanical performance of the device.
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Table 5.1: Values of the parameters obtained from the best fit in the calibration
of ¢ (V) given in Eq. (5.27).
Parameter Value error
Q -1.887 0.006
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Figure 5.9: Probability of detecting a photon in mode h when sending a single photon in input
a as a function of time. To see the stability of the phase, the probability axis is zoomed in on
the range (0.45, 0.5). Figure from supplementary information of reference [46J.
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5.8 Discussion
The reconfigurable quantum circuit demonstrated here could be used as the funda-
mental element to build a large-scale circuit capable of implementing any unitary
operation on many waveguides. In classical optics. examples of a thermal-based
optical switching include a demonstration of a 32x32 waveguide switch consisting
of 2048 individual components [111]. Implementing an arbitrary unitary (ref-
erence [92] and Fig. 5.2) on this number of modes would require a comparable
number of components which is clearly far beyond any practical implementation
with conventional bulk optics.
The millisecond timescales available with thermal switching. and the phase
control reported in this chapter, imply thermal phase manipulation is suitable for
reconfigurable single photon circuits, for state preparation, quantum measurement
and for integrated quantum metrology [6]. In addition to the single demonstrations
presented here, these devices may be used for other quantum states of light. In
particular, phase control will be particularly important for hornodyne detection
required for phase estimation [112]and adaptive measurements [113]with squeezed
states of light.
Other applications demanding fast switching, such as adaptive circuits for
quantum control and feedforward, will require sub-nanosecond switching, which
is possible using electro-optic materials such as LiNb03, used to make modulators
operating at rate of O(lO)GHz [114].
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Chapter 6
Heralded NOON state generation
in waveguide
The work presented ill this chapter was published as reference [48]: "Heralding
Two-Photon ann Four-Photon Path Entanglement on a Chip" [J. C. F. Matthews,
A. Politi, D. BOBIwau,J. L. O'Brien, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 163602 (2011)].
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 explored the manipulation of multi-photon entangled states observed
via post selection-va technique that is a powerful approach to observing quantum
mechanical effects in experimental quantum information science and a method we
shall use again in chapter 8. For many applications post-selection is not sufficient
to generate useful entanglement that will provide a quantum mechanical advantage
over other means. A prime example is quantum metrology, where the the same
level of precision in measurement can be achieved as classical metrology, but with
the quantum advantage of using fewer resources. This advantage is lost when
many of the quantum particles used have to be excluded from the measurement
via post-selection. The photons excluded in Chapter 5 via post selection still pass
through the measurement apparatus, which could be detrimental in circumstances
when the sample being measured is sensitive in some way to the measurement
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process.
In this chapter, we experimentally investigate an alternative approach proposed
[115] to herald the 2- and 4-photon NOON states 12:: 0) and 14:: 0) in respec-
tively four and six photon experiments, using projective measurements on ancilla
photons. Incorporating the demonstration here with fast switching and optical
delay may provide an approach for quantum metrology where the sample being
measured is exposed only to the desired probe light via a heralded gating system.
The experiments we explore use the integrated waveguide architecture in anticipa-
tion of integrating with more complex circuitry, photon sources and detectors to
realise a practical quantum technology.
6.2 Waveguide circuit for heralding path-number
entangled NOON states using projective mea-
surement
Entangling interactions between photons can be achieved using only linear optical
circuits, additional photons and photon detection [8, 11] where a particular de-
tection event heralds the success of a given process. In this way it is possible to
generate multi-photon entangled states and indeed to efficiently perform univer-
sal, fault tolerant quantum computing [11]. There have been several examples of
heralding multi-photon states for various applications (eg. Refs. [13, 116-122]).
Generating a particular class of path entangled states for quantum metrology, in-
cluding NOON states, is a particularly important example where an N-photon
entangled state is heralded from> N input photons and several schemes for doing
this have been proposed [115, 123, 124].
The silica-on-silicon waveguide circuit shown in Fig. 6.1 is capable of heralding
the two- and four-photon NOON states 12:: O)J,k and 14:: O)j,k' as well as the
four-photon state 13:: 1)J,k' dependent upon the input state and the setting of the
internal phase 4>. The circuit consists of directional couplers DCl-4, equivalent to
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using projective measurement
beam splitters, used to couple photons between optical modes and for quantum
interference [42J and modelled with operator
(6.1 )
The reflectivities in the circuit are designed to have the values tt: = Tl2 = 1/2 and
Tl3 = Tl4 = 1/3. The resistive heating element controls the relative optical phase et>
inside the device.
a -~i~





Figure 6.1: Heralding multi-photon path-entangled states in a photonic chip. The waveguide
circuit with coupling reflectivities DC1,2 = 1/2, DC3,4 = 1/3. Figure reproduced from [48].
6.2.1 Heralding two photon NOON states
The state 12 :: O)~,k can be heralded by inputting four indentical photons, via polar-
ization maintaining fibre (PMF), in the (unentangled) path encoded state 12)b 12)c
of four frequency degenerate photons. Quantum interference at the directional
coupler DCI transforms the input state according to
(6.2)
After DC3 and DC4 this state evolves to a superposition across the four modes i,
g, hand l. However, only the component 12)e 12) f gives rise to terms that include
1 )i 1 )l' Subsequent detection of only one photon each in waveguides i and l,
therefore project the state in modes 9 and h to
(6.3)
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The value of the variable phase <P is uninfluential in this case, since it can be treated
as a global phase. Quantum interference [65] at the final directional coupler DC2
yields the two photon state
(6.4)
corresponding to the two-photon NOON state 12 :: 0)j,k at the output of the pho-
tonic chip. In the original reference [115], DC3 and DC4 both have reflectivity
'fJ = 0.5, leading to the intrinsic heralding success rate of 1/16-i.e. the probabil-
ity of detecting 11)i 11)l and thereby heralding 12 :: O)~,k' Note that with sufficient
gating, heralding rates do not degrade the level of accuracy below the Heisenberg
limit.
For a low loss regime and in the absence of higher photon number terms, the
heralding of the 11)i 11)[ component eliminates the lower order input state 11)b Il)c'
We note that the requirements of heralding states for quantum metrology are
more relaxed than for quantum computation or cryptography. A false heralded
event of the vacuum state (due for example to loss) would be detrimental for any
computation. In contrast, when low photon flux is the main requirement (exposure
of a measured sample to radiation is to be kept to a minimum), a false heralding
event of a vacuum state will not expose the sample to radiation.
6.2.2 Heralding four photon entangled states
The four-photon states 13 :: l)j,k and 14 :: O);'k are heralded in a similar manner. On
inputting six indistinguishable photons in the state 13)b 13)c into the chip, quantum
interference at DCI coherently transforms the state according to
(6.5)
The couplers DC3 and DC4, combined with the subsequent detection of only one
photon each in waveguides i and l, project the state to
(6.6)
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The variable internal phase ¢ (controllable via a thermo-optical electrode) can be
used to control this state, with the effect of non-classical interference at directional
coupler DC2 depending on the phase <p according to
11)i.;;r;(sin¢14:: a);'k - cos¢13:: I)J,k) 11)[ (6.7)
The state in Eq, (6.6) can now be rotated by the electrode with a "A/2" de Broglie
wavelength on detection of the state 14)i la)k' This provides an important means of
testing quantum coherence within the optical circuit. With the phase set to ¢ = a,
the state returns to 13:: 1)J.k after DC2. With the phase set to ¢ = tt /2 quantum
interference at DC2 yields the four photon NOON state 14:: a);'~2. For TJ = a.5 for
both DC3 and DC4, the success rate of heralding 14:: a)7,k at the output is 3/64
[115].
6.3 Heralding a two photon NOON state with
four photons
Input photons in the state 12)b 12)c (As = Ai = 785nm) were generated using the
type-I pulsed-multi photon SPDC source described in chapter 2 and launched into
the chip via v-groove arrayed polarisation maintaining fibre butt-coupled to the
waveguide chip.
The phase instability of states leaving outputs j and k prevents a standard
tomographic approach to reconstruct the density matrix of the chip output. Ideally
a reconfigurable circuit could be integrated lithographically at the output of the
circuit that would be sufficient to perform full state tomography. Instead we
have employed a three step process to test the coherence and measure the relative
photon number of the output state of the chip: (i) temporal coherence of the multi-
photon input states were verified with a generalised Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment
to observe quantum interference of the state 12)b 12)cincident on a 5a% reflectivity
beamsplitter [23]; (ii) photon number statistics were measured at the outputs j
and k (equivalent to the diagonal of the density matrix) using non-deterministic
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Figure 6.2: Heralded 12:: 0) state. (a) Measurement of photon statistics of the heralded
two-photon NOON state. (b) Testing coherence of the heralded two-photon NOON state by
measuring the photon statistics after non-classical interference at DC2 via a fibre Sagnac loop.
Both distributions are normalised using single photon detection rates to account for relative
detector scheme, source and waveguide coupling efficiencies. Error bars are given the standard
deviation of detected events, assuming Poissonian statistics. Figure reproduced from [48].
number resolving detection with optical fibre splitters; (iii) The output state was
then interfered on a second beamsplitter using a directional coupler inside the chip,
via an inherently phase-stable fibre Sagnac loop.
The photon number statistics measured from the heralded two-photon NOON
state at outputs j and k is plotted in Fig. 6.2(a). Fidelity (F = Lj yPfilJ)
between the measured probability distribution (pm) of photon statistics and the
expected distribution (pe) for the ideal state 12:: O)~,k (also plotted) is F; = 0.95 ±
0.01. For A = 785nm operation, the reflectivities of DCI and DC2 are measured
to be "7 = 0.542 and 0.530 respectively. Using these measured reflectivities, the
expected output state was simulated and comparison with experimental results
yield a fidelity of F, = 0.96 ± 0.01, leaving the discrepancy with perfect fidelity
attributed to six- and higher photon number terms from the down conversion
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process and residual distinguishability of photons and not the device itself.
To test the coherence of the output of the circuit we formed a Sagnac loop
by joining two optical fibres coupled to modes j and k (see section 6.6). This
configuration results in quantum interference at DC2 in the reverse direction and
is equivalent to intereference at a separate beamsplitter with zero relative optical
phase of the two paths, fixed by the inherently stable Sagnac interferometer. By
coupling detectors to waveguides a and d, the photon statistics of the quantum
state returning through the chip after DC2 at 9 and h can be measured, with an
intrinsic loss due to DC3,4' The fidelity between the measured distribution of pho-
ton statistics (Fig. 6.2{b)) and the distribution expected from a perfect 12:: O)~ks.
state interfering at directional coupler DC2 is F; = 0.90 ± 0.03. (Taking into
account only the measured reflectivities of DCI and DC2 the expected detection
rates agree with the experimental measurements with fidelity F, = 0.97 ± 0.03.)
Together with the temporal coherence of the input and the high fidelity of the
output state in the diagonal basis, this demonstrates coherence of the 12:: O)e,f
state.
6.4 Heralding a four photon NOON state with
six photons
Although Fig. 6.2(b) demonstrates coherence of the output state, the four photon
process that generates it does not rely on phase stability within the interferometer
structure of the device. In contrast heralding the 14:: O)J,k state from the six
photon input state 13)b13)c-generated with higher-power pumping of the SPDC-
requires coherent generation of the state 13:: l)~,h within the interferometer. To
test this coherence we injected the state 13)b 13)cinto the chip and sequentially set
the phase to the four values ¢= 1r/2,1r, 31r/2, 21r. On detection of the six-photon
state Il)i 14)j 10h 11)1'we observed the sampled interference pattern plotted in
Fig. 6.3(b) which demonstrates two-fold super-resolution (compared to the single
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Figure 6.3: Super resolution with a heralded four photon entangled state. (a) Single photon
fringes from inputting light into waveguide b and varying the phase cp, displaying the expected
pattern arising from classical interference pattern with period 27r. Black circles and blue dia-
monds respectively represent the normalised single photons count rate detected at output j and
k. (b) The increased resolution interference pattern of manipulating cp of the state 13 :: 1):,1 with
period tt . The four data points represent six-photon count rates integrated over four days and
are normalized using single-photon count rates to account for coupling efficiency over time. Co-
incidence rates arising from higher photon number terms or otherwise were not subtracted from
the data. Error bars are given the standard deviation of detected events, assuming Poissonian
statistics. Blue sinusoidal plot of near unit contrast is plotted as a guide. Figure reproduced
from [48].
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Figure 6.4: Heralded generation of the 140) + 104) state. The distribution of photon statistics
from measuring a heralded four-photon NOON state. The six-fold detection rates are normalized
by single photon detection rates to account for relative source, coupling and detection scheme
efficiencies. Error bars are given the standard deviation of detected events, assuming Poissonian
statistics. Figure reproduced from [48J.
photon interference pattern in Fig. 6.3(a)), and coherence of the state /3 :: l)~,h
for subsequent generation of the /4 :: 0)~,k state. The low number of data points
does not allow fitting to a sinusoidal fringe.
Fig. 6.4 shows the photon statistics of the /4 :: 0)J,k state that results from the
quantum interference of the state /3 :: 1);,~2at DC2. We fixed the phase within
the chip to ¢ = 1f/2 and again injected the six-photon state 13)b /3)c into the
chip. Six photons were detected in all the possible four-photon combinations on
outputs j and k, together with a single photon in each of the heralding modes i
and I. The fidelity between the resulting distribution of photon statistics and the
distribution expected from measuring the ideal state /4 :: O)J,k is F; = 0.89 ± 0.04.
Taking into account the measured reflectivities of DCI and DC2, the expected
statistics agree with experimental measurements with a fidelity Ps = 0.93 ± 0.04.
The remaining discrepancy is attributed to eight- and higher-photon number states
and distinguishability of the photons generated in the down conversion process (see
section 6.5).
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6.5 Higher photon number contributions
The heralding process is tested with post-selection, using the assumption of con-
servation of photon number at all of the outputs of the circuit coupled to a SPCM
detection scheme; this verifies that the use of number resolving detectors at outputs
i and 1 would herald the generated entanglement without the need for counting
all photons at the output of the device. Post selection also ignores lower photon
number terms produced in the SPDC state (Eq 2.5). However, the effect of higher
photon number states generated in single crystal pulsed SPDC is a prominent
source of noise in multi-photon experiments in general.
In the absence of number-resolving detectors in the reported experiments, the
input component with eight photons 14)b14)c for example will give a recordable
event, since losses and detectors without photon number resolution wash out the
information about the input state. Non-classical interference at DCI transforms
the eight-photon term according to
DCI v'35 0 J5 0 3
14)b 14)c -+ -8-18:: O)e,/ + 416 :: 2)e,f + "814)e 14)f (6.8)
This can be problematic, since the eight photons can give rise to six-photon coin-
cidental detections in different ways. For the case of </> = 7r /2, the complete state
that gives six-photon coincidental detection events, for example, is of the form
iv'2 (r.: 0 In 0 )162 11)i 3v 516 :: O)i,k - v 314 :: 2)i,k 1 )/
v'2 12) ( 3 r.:515··O)-7T/2 '1" )7T/2+ 54v'3 i-V <.> •• i,k - 'l 4 .. 1 i,k
+V213 :: 2);,;/2) 1 )/
vf2 11) (3' r.:515··O)7T/2 I .. )-7T/2+ 54v'3 i zV o .. i,k + 4 .. 1 i,k
-iV213 :: 2);'~2) 12)/
+ 1~212)i ( -7v'314 :: O)~,k+ 312)i 12)k) 12)/ (6.9)
It is clear that the eight-photon input term can give rise to a quite complex pattern
of detection. In particular, all the terms in Eq. (6.9) except the NOON state terms
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IN :: 0) give rise to detection events in our setup that would be equivalent to the
genuine six-photon states 13:: l)j,k or 122)j,k'
To minimize the effect of the higher photon-number emission of the down-
conversion process, the value of ~ was chosen to be ~ rv 0.085, that corresponds to
a power of the blue beam pumping the down-conversion crystal of Pb = 215 mW.
We found this choice of ~ to be a good compromise between the integration time
of our six photon experiments-corresponding to a low six-photon detection rate
in our experiment: '" 10 per day, see Fig. 6.4-and the unwanted production of
eight photons. This is verified by the measured six-photon data in Fig. 6.4 where
the the count rates for the states 13:: l)j,k and 122)j,k are low in comparison to the
14:: 0)j,k term.
6.6 Detection scheme
Here we describe the detection schemes used to record multi-photon states at the
output of the integrated chip. The detectors used are silicon avalanche photodiode
single photon counting modules (SPCM) that do not discriminate photon number-
the presence of one of more photons at the SPCM produces the same output
electrical signal. To reconstruct multi-photon states, number resolution is needed,
which can be obtained probabilistically when using multiple SPCM and optical
splitters. Three splitters and four detectors were used to detect up to four photons
in the same optical mode as shown in the scheme in Fig. 6.5(a). The splitters used
are multi-mode fiber couplers, with a near-unity transmissivity and close to 50:50
splitting ratio. Assuming perfect 50:50 splitters, the probability of detecting four
photons in the same optical mode with the above method is given by 1/44 x 4! =
3/32. Similarly, the probability of detecting three photons in one mode and one in
the other is 1/44 x 3!= 3/128, and the probability of detecting two photons in two
modes is 1/44 x 2! = 3/256. All multi-photon coincidental detection reported are
normalized to the appropriate detection probability using single counts recorded in
each detector; this normalizes the multi-photon coincidental detections, taking into
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(b)
Figure 6.5: Experimental setup for multi-photon state detection. (a) The detection scheme for
detecting the six-photon state II/i 14:: O/;,{2IIlt at the output of the integrated chip. (b) The de-
tection scheme for testing coherence of the nominally two-photon NOON state II/i 12 :: O/j,k lIlt.
Figure reproduced from [48].
account deviations from perfect and uniform detectors, differences in transmissivity
and splitting ratio of the couplers.
Fig. 6.5(b) illustrates the detection scheme used to test coherence of the nom-
inally 12 :: O)j,k state. The initial measurement of the state at the output of the
chip (as drawn Fig. 6.1, yielding the data in Fig. 6.2(a)) proves only that the state
is composed mainly of the components 120)j,k and 102)j,k but gives no information
about the purity of the state. The coherence of the output stat an b confirmed
by interfering the photons in the paths j and k at a further direction I coupler,
since the result of this action is different in the case of a pur or a mix d state. This
further interference cannot be achieved outside the integrated chip, oth rwis the
phase stability required for the experiment would be lost. We obtain non-classical
interference at directional coupler DC2, after the state is coupl d out and back in
the integrated chip via a fibre Sagnac loop between waveguides j and k, ensuring
complete phase stability of the photonic state; any variation in path register d by
photons traveling from waveguide j to k is experienced also by photons traveling
from waveguide k to j. The photons are then probabilistically extracted from
the chip via the directional couplers DC3 and DC4 and detected with cascaded




Heralded generation of mode-number entanglement is likely to be of use for practi-
cal application of quantum metrology. Schemes using linear optics and projective
measurement have been proposed for generating large mode-number entangled
states [124, 125] that scale to arbitrary size [126]. States that are robust to loss
will be particularly important. The integrated waveguide architecture delivers the
high stability and compact implementation required for real world applications.
In particular, integrated variable beam splitters [46] will allow optimisation of
quantum state engineering in presence of loss [127]. The ongoing development
of efficient number resolving detectors and deterministic photon sources such as
single emitters or multiplexed down-conversion schemes [128], shows promise for
practical quantum metrology and other photonic quantum technologies when com-
bined with circuits such as that described here. Real time quantum metrology re-
quires high repetition rate (bright) sources of many photons. Future development
will also require integration of fast feed-forward-using for example electro-optic
materials-with the circuit demonstrated here, permitting only intended quantum
metrology states to interact with measured samples, forming a building block for
scalable generation of arbitrarily large entangled states [126, 129].
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Chapter 7
Two photon quantum walks
This chapter is based on work published as reference [54]: "Quantum walks of
correlated photons" [A. Peruzzo, M. Lobino, J. C. F. Matthews, N. Matsuda, A.
Politi, K. Poulios, X.-Q. Zhou, Y. Lahini, N. Ismail, K. Worhoff, Y. Bromberg, Y.
Silberberg, M. G. Thompson and J. L. O'Brien Science 329, 1500 (2010)].
7.1 Introduction
Classical random walks are a stochastic model of a particle or walker, moving ac-
cording to classical physics about a discrete space represented by a combinatoric
graph-a set of vertices interconnected by edges. The application of random walks
from modelling Brownian motion to constructing randomised algorithms in clas-
sical computer science [130] has inspired development of a quantum mechanical
analogue in quantum computer science.
Quantum walks are a theoretical tool for quantum algorithm construction,
where the quantum walker and the graph are to be simulated using a finite set of
quantum gates (for example [131]). Quantum mechanics allow the walker (now a
quantum particle) to adopt wave-like propagation in coherent superposition states
across many positions, allowing quantum interference in the walk and therefore
fundamentally different dynamics to those of a classical random walk. Potential
applications include database search [132] and the graph traversal problem [133],
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offering respectively quadratic and exponential reduction of computation time.
Furthermore, it has been proven that efficient simulation of quanutm walks on
graphs constructed from a particular defined set of smaller graphs (referred to as
"widgets") is an alternative route to universal quantum computation [134J.
As well as a tool in quanutm computer science, quantum walks are also a phys-
ical phenomena, observable with an analogue approach to quantum simulation.
To date, they have been realised on a number of platforms including trapped neu-
tral atoms [135], trapped ions [136, 137], nuclear magnetic resonance [138], the
frequency space of an optical resonator [139], single photons in bulk [140, 141]
and fibre [142]optics and the scattering of light in coupled waveguide arrays [52].
However all such demonstrations are of a single quantum walker in a one dimen-
sional graph. For these instances it has been shown that quantum walks have an
exact mapping to classical wave phenomena which have an exact description using
classical wave phenomena [143] as verified by experiments using bright laser light
[52, 142]. Two trapped ions were used to realise a three sided coin in a quantum
walk on the centre of mass of the two ions, [137]but this remains a quantum walk
of a single simulated particle on a discretized space of size linear in the number of
resources.
This chapter reviews the model of continuous time quantum walks and in par-
ticular considers multi-photon quantum walks [76] as a generalised form of Hong-
Ou-Mandel interference. We show analytically that the quantum state of indis-
tinguishable photons on a one dimensional graph simulates a quantum walk on a
nontrivial, exponentially larger graph [54]. We then present an experiment that
demonstrates the continuous time quantum walk of two photons, realised in an
evanescently coupled waveguide array of N = 21 waveguides [54]1.
1We note that more recently, a related experiment was performed with n = 2 photons in a
three-dimensional directly written waveguide array of N = 6 evanescently coupled waveguides in
a ring structure [55J.
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7.2 The continuous time quantum walk
Quantum walks fall under two main definitions, referred to as discrete-time and
continuous-time. While the mathematical definitions are distinct, the two classes
share qualitative dynamics and it has been shown that continuous time quantum
walks can be reached as a limit of discrete time quantum walks [144]. We will
be concerned with the class of continuous time quantum walks which is a natu-
ral model for the evolution of photons guided in evanescently coupled waveguide
arrays-the experimental focus of this chapter. The definition and discussions of
discrete time quantum walks can be found in appropriate reviews such as [145].
Classical random walks are typically defined to diffuse around a graph structure
G which consists of a set of labelled vertices V (G) (positions that can be occupied
by the random walker) and edges E( G) that connect vertices and define the rules




i =f j, if vertices i and j are connected,
i =f i. if vertices i and j are not connected, (7.1 )
f3 'l=Ji,
that describe the connections between any give pair of vertices i, j E V by edges
e(i,j) E E(G) and where the number of diagonal elements of M is given by the size
of the graph (number of vertices). The jumping amplitude for the walker between
connecting vertices is given by Ci,j and the value f3i corresponds to the amplitude
for a walker remaining at vertex i.
One of the simplest non-trivial quantum walks takes place on a uniform line-
graph and is commonly used to illustrate the difference between a classical random
walk and a quantum walk. The graph shown in figure 7.1 consists of 21 vertices
and for simplicity we assume the graph is uniform with the (sparse) tridiagonal
adj acency matrix given by Eq. (7.1) for Ci,j = C and f3i = f3 for all i, j. The
diffusive dynamics of a random walk on line-graphs lead to a Binomial distribution
of detection events along the vertices of the graph, with the initial starting position
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Figure 7.1: A one dimensional graph of N = 21 vertices illustrating nearest-neighbour inter-
action.
as the mean [145].
Continuous time quantum walks on G are described to move around a posi-
tion basis {II) ,12), ..., IN)} where Ii) describes the state of a quantum mechanical
walker at vertex i. The continuous time quantum walk is defined [146] with Hamil-
tonian iI acting on the position basis according to
(il fI IJ) = Mi,j (7.2)
Unitary evolution of the quantum walk is therefor giv n by the operator
(7.3)
The probability distribution of a walker starting at a particular v rt x 1 b 11d j
and detected at vertex k is therefore given by
(7.4)
For any quantum walk, there exists a tim depend ne of th pr b bility di tribu-
tion P given by Eq. (7.3). To illustrate th typical dynami of quantum walk,
evolution of P for the linear graph in Fig. 7.1 is giv n in Fig. 7.2(a), (b). Evolution
on a larger line is given in Fig. 7.2(c), (d). Both studi s illu trat th balli ti be-
haviour of the characteristic quantum walk lobes whi h propagat lin arly in time
away from the initial starting position, while th di tribution 1 ft in th wake of
these lobes tend to a uniform distribution with increasing tim [145].
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Figur 7.2: Numerical plots of continuous time quantum walk probability distributions, il-
lustrating the characteristic ballistic propagation the quantum walker distribution. (a) The
detection probability P for finding the quantum walker at each vertex as a function of t on a
1-D graph of N = 21 vertices (Fig. 7.1), where the walker starts at the initial vertec labelled 0;
the distribution of P at t = 12 is given in (b). (c) The detection probability P for finding the
quantum walker at each vertex as a function of t on a 1-D graph of N = 101 vertices (Fig. 7.1),
where the walker starts at the initial vertex 0; the distribution of P at t = 72 is given in (d).
Distributions were computed with Eq. (7.4), for parameters (3 = 1, C = 0.3. The color-function
for the probability distributions displayed in (a) and (b) are a linear scale, as shown in the
corresponding legends. Simulations conducted using Mathematica.
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7.3 Continuous time quantum walks using waveg-
uide arrays
One natural platform with which to realise continuous time quantum walks is with
integrated optics using arrays of single mode, evanescent ly coupled waveguide (see
Fig. 2.8 of chapter 2). This approach has been applied to observe coherent evo-
lution of continuous time quantum walk dynamics across 0(100) waveguides [52]
and used to study experimentally the effects of Anderson localisation on quantum
walks for example [147].
Due to the exponential decrease in the evanescent field around a single mode
waveguide, this makes an ideal approximation to the nearest neighbour coupling
of a quantum walk on a line. If we assume a waveguide array is uniform. then the
Hamiltonian for describing waveguide array guiding single photons is given by the
Hamiltonian for coupled oscillators [75], setting h = 1:
N
A _~[ t t t]H - L...J f3jajaj +Cj,i-1aj_1aj +Cj,j+ l(Lj+laj ,
j=1
(7.5)
where the creation and annihilation operators a; and (Lj obey model excitation of
a single photon in waveguide j and obey Bose-Einstein statistics.
Through choice of operator A, the Heisenberg equation of mot ion
idA/ dz = [A, if] (7.6)
models the dynamics of photons propagating along dist ance z of the array. For
example, the propagation of a single photon initially injected into waveguide k is
described using A = al, yielding [76]
.dal t t t ( )
2 dz = -f3ak - Cak_1 - Cak+1· 7.7
Operating Eq. (7.7) on the vacuum state 10), and inspecting in the Schrodinger
picture we id I?PI) /dz = H(l) I"pI) for l'lfJI) restricted to the single photon Fock
state space. This leads to the effective Hamiltonian H(I) taking the form




7.4. Correlated quantum walk of two photons
from which the adjacency matrix Alj,~ = j (11n» 11h of the graph in Fig, 7,1 is
constructed using representation in the single photon Fock basis {P)i = at 10)}.
This is equivalent to the adjacency matrix and Hamiltonian given in Eqs. (7.1)
and (7.2). It therefore follows that the unitary evolution operator equivalent to a
uniform waveguide array of finite length z, assuming no loss, is modelled by
(7.9)
where the propagation distance along the waveguide z - et replaces the time
parameter in Eq. (7.3).
7.4 Correlated quantum walk of two photons
A model of two entangled quantum walks was described theoretically in 2006 by
Omar et. al. [148J and was based upon entangling the coins of two discrete time
quantum walkers on two separate graphs. In 2009, Bromberg et. al. [76J proposed
a model of two indistinguishable photons undergoing a generalisation of Hong-
Ou-Mandel interference in a continuous time quantum walk unitary that would
be realised in a waveguide array. More recently, similar experiments have been
proposed to study correlations in the presence of Anderson localisation [149] and
Bloch oscillations of two photon NOON states in waveguide arrays [150] .
The underlying idea of a two photon continuous time quantum walk is to
observe two photon correlations, arising from quantum interference in a continuous
time quantum walk unitary. In the Heisenberg picture, single photon evolution is
given by the mode transformation
a} 10) ~ LU1,ja110)
I
(7.10)
which yields the distribution
1(01 aqLU1,ja; 10) 12= IU1,jl2
I
(7.11)
for detecting a single photon at waveguide output labeled q.
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Similarly, two photon input into waveguides j and k evolve according to the
mode transformation
(7.12)
The correlated detection pattern of two photons at output sand t is therefore
given by a matrix of correlations
(7.13)
which is derived by computing the inner product
(7.14)
using the Bose-Einstein commutation relations (a more detailed treatment follows
in Chapter 8). For normalisation of Fock states of more than one photon--atn 10) =
Vnf In)-the probability to detect two photons at the same outputs/ q is given by
Pq,q = ~rq,q: for all other q =I r we have Pq,r = rq,r [151]. For distinguishable
photons launched into inputs i, k, the quantum walk dynamics are given by
(7.15)
Using Eq, (7.13), simulations are straight forward for a variety of input states
and a range of time evolutions t of the operator U = eiilt. Fig. 7.3 displays
simulations of rq,r for two boson correlated quantum walks on a uniform and linear
graph of N = 101 for the four different input states aba! 10), a~la! 10), a~la~ 10)
and a~2a~10). Four correlation matrices are simulated for three values of t for each
of the example input states. Studies (a)-(f) are similar to those of [76].
We first note that through the correlations of quantum mechanics, detection of
one particle effects the observed dynamics of the second particle in the quantum
walk. Detecting one photon in a two photon quantum walk can therefore be con-
sidered to be a form of heralded quantum walk. The second point to notice is that,
2The ~ factor for the diagonal elements arrises from the normalisation of the Fock state
t2 Iniaj 10) = v2112).
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although our study is far from exhaustive, the examples illustrate that different
input states effect the overall dynamics of the two photon quantum walks. For
example for the neighbouring input (Fig. 7.3 (a,b,c)) demonstrates a bunching be-
haviour that would appear similar to that observed in Hong-Ou-Mandel interfere
on a single beamsplitter. However, while other inputs do show boson bunching
behaviour, they also have the capacity for anti-bunching (Fig. 7.3 (d,e,f), for ex-
ample).
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linear and uniform graph, as described by th corr iation rna ri "'(q,r C r giv I in "q. (7.13).
Graph parameters are f3 = 1, C = 0.3 and the sirnula d input ar : j = 0, k = 1 ((a), (b), ( ))j
j = -1, k = 1 ((d), (e), (f)); j = -1, k = 2 ((g), (h), (i))- and j = -2, k = 2 ({j), (k), (1)).
Three time evolutions are presented for each input: t = 24 ((a), (d), (g), (j))- t = 4 ((b) ( ),
(h), (k)); and t = 72 ((c), (f), (i), (1)).
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7.5 Simulating quantum walks using photonic quan-
tum interference
A single quantum walker evolving around a labelled, finite graph C of size N is
confined to a Hilbert space spanned by a position basis {II), 12),..., IN)}. Suppose
now we have m quantum particles moving around C. A new graph can then be
constructed whose vertices correspond for example to the spanning set of Fock
states of the m particles, occupying a subset of the N positions of the physical
graph. These states will then evolve, in a manner dependent on the physical graph
C, but equivalent to the evolution of a single particle moving on a new graph. In
this sense a multi-particle quantum walk on G simulates the quantum walk of a
single particle moving around an exponentially larger graph of size O(Nm) [54]3.
The graph illustrated in Fig. 7.4 (a) is associated to one photon undergoing
a continuous time quantum walk in an array of N = 21 waveguides, where each
vertex corresponds to a Fock state of one photon occupying one of the waveguides.
Using the coupled oscillator Hamiltonian if given in Eq. (7.5) and applying the
Heisenberg equation Eq, (7.6) for the two photon input A = ajal yields
(7.16)
Operating Eq, (7.16) on the vacuum state 10) and inspecting in the Schrodinger
picture reveals an effective Hamiltonian H(2) acting on the two photon Fock state
space from which an adjacency matrix M(2) can be extracted by first assigning
each element to a pair of two given two-photon Fock states;
(7.17)
and then computing the inner product
M~,2) I = (i'l H(2) Is')J ,8 (7.18)
3We note that the simulation of higher dimensional discrete time quantum walks using two
photons is treated in [152).
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Figure 7.4: One and two dimensional lattice graphs. (a) The one dimensional graph of ver-
tices representing the state space of one photon populating N = 21 a one-dimensional array of
evanescently coupled waveguides with nearest neighbour coupling. Site potentials for each ver-
tex are -{3 while hopping amplitudes between nearest neighbours are all equal to -C. (b) The
two-dimensional lattice of vertices that represent the two-photon state space populating N = 21
waveguides in a coupled one-dimensional waveguide array. (inset) The enlarged region of the
lattice displays the vertex representation of the two photon basis states. Site potentials are all
equal to -2{3, while hopping amplitudes between adjacent vertices are either -C or -"f2c as
labeled. Figure reproduced from [54].
for all two photon Fock states. This adjacency matrix, for a uniform waveguide
array described by Eq. (7.5), is equivalent to the two dimensional lattice given in
Fig. 7.4(b).
The indistinguishability of photons (or other particles) used for such a phys-
ical simulation is important to realise the perpendicular lattice structure shown
in Fig. 7.4. In general, the Hilbert space representing n distinguishable photons
injected into a waveguide array of size N is the tensor product of n Hilbert spaces
each of dimension N. This makes the combined state space N" dimensional. How-
ever, the photons still remain in a separable product state throughout evolution
with unitary transform in the form of a tensor product of n single photon unitary
operators. These dynamics are trivial to reconstruct, requiring for example n rep-
~
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etitions of the single photon evolution experiment (equivalently bright laser light).
The resulting graph would be equivalent to a cartesian product of one dimensional
graphs: For n = 2, this would contain the general structure of the lattice in Fig. 7.4
88 a subgraph, but would also contain diagonal edges that connect directly edges
(j, k) and (j+ 1, k + 1) for example. The dynamics of a continuous time quan-
tum walk on a cartesian product of two graphs Gl and G2 could be observed by
combining the results of two individual bright light experiments on Gl and G2
performed separately.
For n indistinguishable photons, the dimension of the Hilbert space also grows
exponentially according to O(Nn In!). However, unlike the distinguishable case,
evolution moves into non-separable states via quantum interference-for example,
number-mode entangled NOON states (see chapters 3, 5 and 6). For the case of
two indistinguishable photons (A = ajal) injected to array of size N, the Hilbert
space is of dimension (N + 1)NI 2 (proven by induction). For the further example
of 3-photons (A = ajalaJ), the Hilbert space is of dimension (N + 2)(N + 1)NI6!
(proven by induction); this emulates a CTQW on a three dimensional lattice. In
general, for a quantum walk of n indistinguishable photons, the dynamics cannot
be decomposed into the dynamics of n independent walks. The combination of
distinctly non-classical states created through unitary evolution, and the dimension
of the Hilbert space being exponentially large in n, implies simulation with non-
interfering photons would require an exponentially growing number of resources
(e.g. optical modes).
7.6 Experimental realisation of a correlated quan-
tum walk of two photons
Degenerate photon pairs were produced via CW pumped, type I spontaneous para-
metric down conversion (see chapter 2) and launched into a 750j.tID long Silicon
Oxynitride waveguide array, as discussed in section 2.4.3. The two central, two-
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photon input states that provide maximum overlap in the waveguide array were
measured using the input states abat and a~l at. Multiple commercially available
avalanche photo diode single photon counting modules were used in conjunction
with FPGA coincidence counting logic to record two photon coincidence events at
the output of the array.
The measured correlated photon detection rates at the output of the array are
plotted in Fig. 7.5 for launching photon pairs into inputs 0 and 1. The correlations
are plotted as matrices, with elements Pq,r given by the outcome of detecting a
two photon coincidence event at outputs labelled q and T. Two sets of data were
collected: the first (Fig. 7.5{b)) uses a temporal delay outside of the coherence
length of the photons to make the photons distinguishable [65J (not overlapped);
the second set (Fig. 7.5{d)) is of indistinguishable photon pairs launched with zero
temporal into the array. The overlap of these measured distributions with ideal
simulations (Fig. 7.5{a) and Fig. 7.5{c)) are S = 0.980 ± 0.001 and S = 0.934 ±
0.001, respectively, where S is the similarity between two probability distributions
p and P' defined by
(7.19)
i,j i,j i,j
The smaller value of S in the overlapped case is attributed to partial distinguisha-
bility due to imperfections in the photon source, leading to non-perfect quantum
interference. Characteristic boson bunching of the photons can be observed in this
data, in the diagonal elements of the matrix that correspond to the two photons
detected in the same waveguide. The vanishing of the two off-diagonal lobes is
a result of the destructive interference of quantum amplitudes in the correlation
matrix and can be considered as a generalisation of the Hong-Ou-Mandel experi-
ment.
A different quantum interference image is observed on injecting two photons in
two waveguides -1 and 1with initial state a~la110). The measured data are plot-
ted in Fig. 7.6 for the case of distinguishable photons (ideal theoretical 7.6(a) and
experimental 7.6(b) distributions) and indistinguishable photons {ideal theoreti-
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Figure 7.5: Two photon coincidence matrices for photon pairs launched into inputs (q = 0, T =
1). (a) Theoretical plot of Pq,r for distinguishable photons. (b) Measured correlated detection
statistics of two distinguishable photons at the output of the waveguide array. (c) Theoretical
plot of Pq,r for indistinguishable photons. (d) Measured correlated detection statistics of two
indistinguishable photons at the output of the waveguide array. Figure from [54J.
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Figure 7.6: Two photon coincidence matrices for photon pairs launched into inpts (-1,1). (a)
Theoretical plot of Pq,r for distinguishable photons. (b) Measured correlated detection statistics
of two distinguishable photons at the output of the waveguide array. (c) Theoretical plot of Pq,r
for indistinguishable photons. (d) Measured correlated detection statistics of two indistinguish-
able photons at the output of the waveguide array. Figure from [54].
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cal 7.6(c) and experimental 7.6(d) distributions). The similarities with the ideal
simulation are S = 0.970 ± 0.002 and S = 0.903 ± 0.002 for the distinguishable
and indistinguishable photons respectively. In this second case, both bunching and
anti-bunching is observed with the main feature being the vanishing of probability
to simultaneously detect one photon in the centre of the array and to detect one
at the limit of ballistic propagation (for example in waveguides q = 7 and r = 0
in Fig. 7.6(c),(d)).
7.7 Discussion
We have seen that multi-photon quantum walks can be used to simulate single
particle quantum walks on more complex structures; more explicitly, increasing
the photon number n emulate quantum walks on hyper-cubic graphs exponentially
large in n. Combining this with quantum interference in truly three-dimensional
directly written waveguides [53, 55] would allow further increase in graph size
and complexity. Furthermore, three dimensional, directly written implementations
of two dimensional graphs, with classical laser light as input, would verify the
analytical model that two photons injected into a one-dimensional graph would
simulate one particle undergoing a quantum walk in two dimensions. A natural
and immediate experimental extension to the two photon quantum walks reported
here, would be to increase the number of particles used.
In our theoretical and experimental studies, we have modelled and used ar-
rays of waveguide with fixed propagation and coupling coefficients f3j = f3 and
Cj±l = C; independent variation these parameters for each j provides a means to
engineer graph structure and therefore the dynamics of quantum walks. For exam-
ple, varying these parameters randomly and independently allows investigation of
correlated quantum walks in disordered systems and observe the effects of Ander-
son localisation, known to affect propagation of quantum information [147, 153].
The ability to tailor these parameters will also allow studies into varied propagation
dynamics of the quantum information flowing around a quantum walk, including
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perfect state transfer [154, 155]4.
Another key apsect is precisely how quantum particle statistics effect the dy-
namics of multi-particle quantum walks. This may have applications for modelling
multiple excitations in quantum walks, or multi-particle simulations of graphs with
specific properties (e.g. [157]). In this chapter, we are restricted to Bose-Einstein
statistics since we are considering and using photons only. In t he next chapter, we
provide a means to simulate different quantum stat ist.ics using ent angled photons.





statistics with entangled photons
This chapter is based on the submitted reference [56J: "Simulating quantum statis-
tics with entangled photons: a continuous transition from bosons to fermions"
available on the arXiv [J. C. F. Matthews, K. Poulios, J. D. A. Meinecke, A. Politi,
A. Peruzzo, N. Ismail, K.Worhoff, M. G. Thompson, J. L. O'Brien, arXiv:ll06.1166].
8.1 Introduction
Photons are classed as bosons with corresponding non-classical interference be-
haviour accurately modelled by Bose-Einstein statistics. The low noise properties
of photons make them ideal for exploring quantum phenomena. However, photons
can be viewed as limited in their use, due to their lack of interaction and their
restriction to behaviour dictated by Bose-Einstein statistics, which has implica-
tions for quantum interference [158] and quantum logic gates [159], for example.
Here we show that by controlling one phase parameter, entanglement can exactly
simulate quantum dynamics in an arbitrary mode transformation-labelled A-of
N identical fermions, bosons or particles with fractional statistics. We describe
a generalised approach to simulate quantum interference of many particles with
Fermi-Dirac statistics and a form of fractional statistics residing in the interme-
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diate regime between Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics. Finally we report
an experiment with two polarisation entangled photons to simulate the quantum
interference of two Bosons, two Fermions and in general two particles with frac-
tional statistics, undergoing quantum interference in a continuous time quantum
walk unitary.
The ability to simulate non-bosonic statistics with photons could give access to
phenomena which are not otherwise physically accessible or would be obscured by
decoherence; provide a means to verify quantum simulations performed in other
quantum systems [160, 161]; and overcome the difficulty of separating external
phase contributions from genuine anyon statistics [162].Applications include sim-
ulating coupled spin systems such as arrays of quantum dots [163,164]and atomic
ensembles in optical lattices [165]. In general, computation of correlations that
result from multi-particle, multi-path quantum interference is not efficient [166].
However, as we saw in the previous chapter, large scale repeated quantum inter-
ference is relatively straightforward to achieve with photons in waveguides [54].
8.2 Quantum particle statistics and correlation
functions
In quantum mechanics, fundamental particle classes are characterised by their
behaviour under pairwise exchange (ajal = ei<Palaj). For example an arbitrary
number of bosons (obeying Bose-Einstein statistics: ¢ = 0) can occupy a sin-
gle quantum state, leading to bunching and Bose-Einstein condensation, whereas
fermions (obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics: 4> = 7r) are strictly forbidden to occupy
the same state via the Pauli-exclusion principle [167,168]. In two dimensions par-
ticles known as anyons [169]can exhibit intermediate behaviour with fractional
exchange statistics a concept applied in superconductivity [170]and used to ex-
plain the fractional quantum Hall effect [171].
Exchange statistics refer to a global wave-function acquiring phase ¢ after
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interchanging two indistinguishable quantum particles according to the relations
a}al- eicPala} = 0
ajak - eicPakaj = 0




for j < k. In three dimensions particles are either bosons (</> = 0) or fermions
(</> = 7r) and successive swapping is represented by the permutation group while
the correlated detection statistics are associated respectively to the permanent and
determinant of a given matrix [158]. In one- and two-dimensions particles referred
to as anyons [169] can exist where swapping two identical anyons (represented by
the braid group) results in the combined wave-function acquiring phase </> = Ow
where 0 < () < 7r and the positive (or negative) winding number w keeps track
of the number of times two anyons braid in trajectory space with clockwise (or
anti-clockwise) orientation [170].
The relations Eq. (8.1)-(8.3) directly impart a </> dependence on the correlated
detection statistics of indistinguishable particles undergoing quantum interference.
Chapter 7 considered correlation functions for the particular case </> = o.
8.2.1 Deriving the two-particle correlation function for ar-
bitrary statistics
Suppose we have a process A represented by a matrix whose element As,j is the
complex transition amplitude from j to s. Transformation A on a state of two
indistinguishable particles created in modes j and k, therefore maps the initial
state a}alIO) to a linear superposition of two particle states according to
a}alIO) 4L Ap,jAq,ka~a! 10) ,
p,q
(8.4)
where A is expressed as a matrix in the mode basis. Correlated detection at sand
t will occur as a result of two possible events: (i) the particle at j is mapped to
position s and the particle at k is mapped to t with amplitude Aj,sAk,t; (ii) the
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particle at j is mapped to position t and the particle at k is mapped to s with
amplitude Aj,tAk,s' Labelling modes such that j < k and s < t implies (ii) is
equivalent to at least one exchange of the position of the two particles. Here we
define (i) corresponds to no exchange while (ii) corresponds to a single swap or
braid operation according to (8.1-8.3).
Since the two particles are indistinguishable, quantum mechanics dictates out-
comes (i) and (ii) are indistinguishable and hence the complex probability ampli-
tudes Aj,sAk,t and Aj,tAk,s interfere in the correlation across sand t. The correlated
detection outcome r~,t is therefore computed by projecting the state (01 asat on
the output state (8.4), using the inner product
(8.5)
(which follows from the relations (8.1-8.3)). Combining expressions (8.4) and (8.5)
therefore yields the 4> dependent correlation function
(8.6)
for exchange statistics parameterised by 4>.
Non-classical behaviour is evident in the constructive and destructive interfer-
ence between typically complex terms inside the 1.12, dictated by cp. In order to
observe the effect of fractional exchange statistics, we define a situation that allows
quantum interference between two indistinguishable anyons undergoing braiding
operations dependent upon A; expression (8.6) represents the resulting quantum
interference between two abelian anyons (0 < 4> < 7r) in superposition of braiding
once and not braiding at all. To see this we define j < k and s < t and consider
two identical anyons created at modes j and k and transformed according to A.
Correlated detection at ouputs sand t reveals two indistinguishable possibilities
that correspond to the two terms in equation (8.6): A maps the anyon at j to
mode s and the anyon at k to mode t with amplitude As,jAt,k; or for A to map
the anyon at j to mode t and the anyon at k to mode s via a clockwise braid
with fractional phase cp and amplitude At,jAs,k' From this definition, we can use
relations (8.1-8.3) to derive expression (8.6) for 0 < 4> < n,
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The quantity r~,tbeen derived for photons (bosons) [151] and ferrnions [158]
in multi-port networks, Note that for fermions (¢ = 71") the diagonal elements of
the matrix r;,8 = 0 agree with the Pauli-exclusion principle.
8.2.2 The N -particle correlation function for arbitrary statis-
tics
Consider N particles with exchange parameter ¢ and governed by the relations
(8.1-8.3) which are launched into inputs labelled by tuple iJ = {l/l,1/2, ... ,I/N} of
mode transformation U. The N -fold correlation function for detection across
output N -tuple i1 = {J.LJ, J.L2, ... , J.LN} is derived for multi-particle quantum walks
with both Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics [172], which naturally extends
to arbitrary statistics and an arbitrary mode transformation A.
N indistinguishable particles launched into A evolve according to
(8.7)
Defining VI <1/2< ... <VN and 111<J..l2< ... <J.LN we can consider the transformation
A maps the N particles at iJ to the output i1 in N! indistinguishable possibilities.
One of these possibilities maps Vj to J.Lj for all j which we define to not exchange
a single pair of particles. The remaining (N! - 1) posibilities map I/j to a ILj for
all j for some permutation aIL of J.Land are defined to exchange particles with the
minimum number of pairwise transpositions in clockwise braids that transform 1/
to aw Each braid between any two particles makes the combined wave-function
acquire a phase ¢; m clockwise braids that are the minimum number required to
map V to a" therefore cause the global wave-function to acquire phase md: From
this definition, we obtain an N -particle generalisation of expression (8.5):
N N N
((01IIaIL.) (II at "j 10)) =L eir(CTv)</J IIblLj,CT!'i'
8=1 j=1 CTvESn j=I
(8.8)
where r(a,,) is the minimum number of pairwise transpositions (neighbouring
swaps) relating a" to iJ. Projection onto the output state (8.7) with N -particles
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at j1 uses relations (8.1-8.3) and (8.8) to yield
2
(8.9)
Varying <p allows continuous deformation between Bose-Einstein (¢ - 0) and
Fermi-Dirac (<p = 7r) quantum interference.
8.3 Simulating quantum interference of two ar-
bitrary particles with entanglement
It is well known that for <p = n and cl> = 0, the state
(8.10)
of two polarised entangled photons incident on a fJ = 0.5 reflectivity, non-polarising
beam splitter exhibits respectively 'fermion-like' anti-bunching and 'boson-like'
bunching. Furthermore, intermediate behaviour [173, 174]has been observed using
l.,pt!» with varied <p incident on a two-mode beamsplitter.
In this section, we show that quantum interference of states of the form l.,pt!»,
unlike number entangled states for example, does generalise to a simulate quantum
interference in an arbitrary mode transformation A by sharing the entanglement
across two copies of A and observing correlated output. This scheme generalises
to simulate N -particle quantum interference using N -partite, N -level entangle-
ment, parameterised by phase 4>, across N copies ofA (Fig. 8.1 (b)). The correlated
detection statistics are identical to those arising from N -particle quantum inter-
ference with exchange statistics parameter equal to 4>. This approach could be
implemented by any quantum platform that can generate suitable entanglement
and evolve the entangled state according to A, and we provide a proof that the
generalised state can be generated with a circuit that scales polynomially in N.
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Figure 8.1: imulating quantum interference of quantum particles. (a) Quantum interference
of N identical particles with arbitrary statistics launched into a network described by matrix
A leads to quantum correlated detection events at the output. (b) Experimental simulation
of quantum interference can be directly achieved by sharing N -partite, N -level entanglement
across N copie of A, where the choice of simulated particle statistics is controlled by the phase
of initial entanglement.
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8.3.1 Two-particle simulation
To physically simulate quantum interference given by the two particle correlation
function r~,t(equation (8.6)), we use two copies of A, denoted Aa and Ab. together
with bi-partite entanglement of the form
(8.11)
where creation operators aj t and bl are respectively associated to identical net-
works Aa and Ab; creation operator sub-indices denote the modes 011 which the
creation operators act. Once 11/J(</») is generated, the class of input entangled parti-
cles becomes irrelevant; only one particle is present in each of Aa and Ab, therefore
no further multi-particle quantum interference between particles will occur. Evo-
lution of the two particle state through the tensor product of transformations is
therefore modelled by
(8.12)
It follows that correlated detection probability across outputs s of All and t of Ab
simulates equation (8.6) according to
P:'t = ~I(01 asbtL (A;,jA!,k + eicPA;,kA:,j) aptbqt 10) 12
p,q
1 IAa Ab icPAa Ab 12 - 1rtl>- '2 s,j t,k + e s,k t,j = '2 8,t (8.13)
where the 1/2 pre-factor is due to normalisation of the initial entanglement. Note
that this treatment agrees with proposals such as [148] that the pattern of corre-
lated detection from entangling the coins of two discrete time quantum walks (a
particular unitary process) according to 11/J-) and 11/J+) can also be described by
Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics respectively.
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8.3.2 N -particle simulation
Multi-partite entanglement generalises to simulate quantum interference of an ar-
bitrary number of N identical non-interacting particles. Quantum interference
of N indistinguishable particles with exchange statistics ¢, subjected to mode
transformation A at inputs v = {VI, V2, ... , VN}, are correlated across outputs
il = {ILl, IL2, ... , ILN} according to
(8.14)
where (Tv is an element of the permutation group SN acting on tuple v and T ((Tv)
is the minimum number of pairwise swaps that map (Tv to v; (TVj denotes the
element j of a.: For ¢ = 0 and ¢ = n, expression (8.14) is the modulus-square
for respectively the permanent and determinant of an N x N subset of A which
is derived for boson and fermion multi-particle quantum walks in ref. [172] and
derived in the appendix for 0<¢<n. The multi-particle correlation function (8.14)
is simulated by subjecting a generalisation of the entangled N -partite, N -level
state
(8.15)
to into N copies of A such that one particle a(j) t is launched into each copy A (j) .
N -fold coincidence detection across outputs J.Lj of A(j) for j = 1 ... N equals ~! r~.
Note as for the case with two particles, the liN! pre-factor can be canceled by
including all N! permutations of mapping the output tuple il to the set of copies of
the mode transformation A (j), therefore directly simulating quantum interference
of N bosons (¢ = 0) or N fermions (¢ = n). All other values of ¢ allow continuous
transition between Fermi and Bose quantum interference. In the next section we
provide a scalable circuit based on local and controlled operations to generate such
states.
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8.3.3 Circuit for generating N -partite, N -level entangle-
mente
A quantum algorithm for anti-symmetrising arbitrary products of 11wave functions
\Pl, P2, ... , Pn) A is presented (175) that would use three registers of n . m-digit quan-
tum words or "qu-words" (strings of n 10g2m qubits). This was then simplified
[176] to use two registers of qubits A and B; the first encodes t hp wavefunr-
tions Ip},P2, ·.. ,Pn}' The second register is mapped to Cl syunnot rizod state with
O(n(ln m)2) local operations followed by O(n21n m) controlled operations leaving
the second register in the state
1
riTj L 117{I, ... , N)) H
Y N! qESN
(8.16)
where a(l, .., N) is a permutation a E SN of the N -tllpl(' {I. 2..... N}. The
state Eq. {8.16} is then antisymmetrised by a sorting algorit hili using O(Tlln n)
operations, applying the same swaps (via controlled operat ions) and phase shifts
to the first register to antisymmetrize IPI,P2, .... Pn) A •
For our purpose, we require only the one register B, since t he st.at« W(' wish to
generate is known and of the form
1 N
I1jJN (¢)} = - ~ eiT(q.,)4I IIaU)1 In)IN! ~ . (T.,)
q.,ESN )=1
1 """ iT(q.,)t/> I (1 2 N))- VFfi ~ e 171/, .....
. q.,ESN
(8.17)
where a(l, ..,N) can be decomposed into r(a) adjacent transpositions.
The approach shown in Fig. 8.2 represents each ith qu-word (denoted B[i])
in the register as an N -level qudit, for the examples N = 2,3. and generates
the state ItPN (¢)} in an iterative process, using E: ~1 iE~=I j < N:i controlled
operations. Here each controlled operation is counted as one swap operation of
two modes in a given qudit, conditional on an excitation in one of t he N levels of
the control qudit. Realisation with linear optics for example, could use a heralded
KLM CNOT gate [177, 178], each requiring two extra [ancilla) photons. and an
interferometric structure of seven beamsplitters.
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As with Refs. [175, 176], the N qudits are initialised in superposition using
local operations (mode splitters; MS)
11) B[N] ® ... ® 11) B[l]
~ Jvr(t Ik) B[N)0(~ Ik) B[N-l[ )0 .. 19\1) Bill
(8.18)
Note that this step puts the state in the correct number of N! terms required for
the eventual entangled state. Using linear optics, this would use one photon for
each qudit and Ef=l (j - 1) = O(N2) two-mode beam splitters (with appropriate
reflectivities) .
The next step in generating I'ljJN(¢)) is to introduce the phase relationship ¢
according to
.~(t ei(k-l)¢lk) B[NJ\:>9(I: ei(k-l)¢lk) B[N-lJ\®"." ®11)B[lJ (8.19)
yN: k=l ~ k=l ~
(8.20)
which uses Ef=l (j-1) = O(N2) local phase shift operations. A set of E~~l iE~=lj =
O(N4) controlled operations are then applied iteratively to generate I'Ij;N(¢)); this
process can be thought of as performing a series of controlled operations on the
internaediate states
q+l
1 '"' iU-l)¢I') I-I. ("'))y'q+T f=t e J B[q+lJ ® 'l/q 'f' B[q....,lJ (8.21)
for each step of the iteration q = 2, ... ,N - 1. This is verified for q = 2 (see
Fig. 8.2(a) and Fig. 8.2(b)). Next we assume inductively the process works for
some q = r to generate I'lj;q(¢)). For q = r + 1, we begin with the state
r+l
1 '"' i(j-l)¢1 .) I-I. ("'))vr+T f=te J B[r+lJ ® wr 'f' B[r.... lJ
r+l
1 '"' i(j-l)¢ . 1 '"'vr+TL../ iJ) B[r+lJ® q~ la(l, .., r)) B[r....lJ
'-1 YT: ESJ- U T
(8.22)
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Figure 8.2: Qudit circuits for g n ating I1PN(¢)) f r (a) N = 2 unci (b) N = 3 and () = 4.
Qudits are initialised in the state 11)BIN) ® ... ® 11)DII)' wh r B[i] dcnot s tho it" qudi in
the register. The green squar s repr s nt 1 x k m de plitt r that an bp de' IIII s dint
k - 1 two-mode splitters. Blu rectangl r pr nt a r lativ phas shift with I belled phas j¢.
Each controlled swap between two mod denot d 'x' ar . nditional on an xcl ation in th
corresponding mode denoted d noted by a'.'.
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A series of controlled qudit shift operations are then applied, such that an excita-
tion of mode j of the B[r + 1] qudit shifts each of the labeled modes {j, ...,r} to
{j+ 1, ... , r + I} in the target qudits labelled {B[r], ... B[l]}, such that the overall
state evolves to
L eiT..,(17)I/J{ 11)B[r+I]la(2, ... , r + 1)) B[r, ...,l] + eil/J 12)B[r+I]la(l, 3, 4, ... , r + 1)) B[r, ...,l]
17ESr
i(j-l}c/> I .) I (1 2 3 . I' I ))... +e ) B[r+l] a , , , ... .t ': ,)+ ,...,r+l B[r, ....l]+ ...
.. .+ e"" IT + 1) B!,+!! 1<1(1,2, ... , T» B!' .... !! } / vi(T + I)!
(8.23)
The tuple {j, 1,2, ...,j -1, j + 1,..., r+ I} is (j -1) adjacent transpositions from
the tuple {I, 2, ... , r+ I}. Since the permutation a(l, 2, .., j -1, j+1, ... , r+ 1) is x(a)
adjacent transpositions away from the ordered set {I, 2, ... ,j -l,j + 1, ... , r + I}, it
follows that the tuple {j, a (1,2, ... , j - 1,j + 1, ... , r + I)} is (j - 1+ X (a)) adj acent
transpositions different from {I, 2, .. , r + I}. Hence the Eq. (8.23) is equivalent to
the state
(8.24)
as required. Therefore, by induction we have an iterative process that generates
I'IflN(¢)) for arbitrary size q = N, requiring O(N2) local operations, and O(N4)
controlled swap operations.
8.4 Experimental realisation two particle quan-
tum interference simulation
Here we report experimental simulation of quantum interference of N = 2 particles
with Fermi-Dirac statistics, Bose-Einstein statistics and fractional statistics for
¢ = tt / 4, ¢ = 7r/2 and ¢ = 37r/ 4. The simulated interference takes place in
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a continuous time quantum walk unitary (described in chapter 7) of ten discrete
spatial modes and is achieved by sharing post-selected entanglement of two photons
shared across two copies of the quantum walk unitary.
We experimentally simulated the correlation function r~.1for two arbitrary in-
distinguishable particles subjected to a coupled oscillator hamiltonian (see chapter
7) by measuring correlations of post-selected polarisat ion ent anglernent of t he form
(IH)j IV)k + eicP IV)j IH)k)/V2 shared across two process cop if'S An and Ab. These
copies are given by the TE and TM modes [49] of birefringent silicon oxynitride
(SiON) waveguide array (Fig. 8.3 (b)) that realize two independent continuous time
quantum walks [52]. The waveguides and butt-coupled polarisat ion maint aining
fibres (PMF) are birefringent to ensure negligible cross-t alk between t he horizon-
tal and vertical polarisation. Detection statistics of the output photons in the
{IH), IV)} basis were analysed using polarisation beam splitters (PBS) and pairs
of multi-mode fibre coupled avalanche photo-diode single photon count ing modules
(SPCM, PerkinElmer) (Fig. 8.3 (c)). From only coincidental events occurring from
detecting one IH) photon and one IV) photon at any combination of two outputs of
the chip, the input state (IH)j IVh + ei(cP+l) IV)j IH)k)/V2 Was post-selected with
a measurable phase offset E (from differing lengths of the two birefringent PMF
and the input waveguides) from the initial state OH) j + IV) ))(1 H) k + ('-Iq, IV) k)/2,
prepared with quarter- and half-waveplates. The phase e is compensated modulo
211'using the Z(8) polarisation phase rotation that also sets ¢ and is comprised
of two quarter waveplates (QWP) and one HWP as shown in Fig. ~.3 (8). Note
that since both terms in the post selected state contain one H photon and one V
photon, birefringence of the r- 2m PMF does not cause decoherenre of the desired
state.
The photon pairs were generated in a 2mm thick, nonlinear bismuth borate
BiBa06 (BiBO) crystal phase matched for non-colinear type-I spontaneous para-
metric downconversion, pumped by a 60 mW 404 nm continuous wave diode laser.
The photons were spectrally filtered using 2nm full width at half maximum in-
terference filters centred on 808nm (Semrock) and collected with aspheric lens
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Figure 8.3: Experimental setup (a) The parametric down-conversion based photon pair source
with quarter-waveplates (QWP), half-waveplates (HWP) and a polarisation beamsplitter cube
(PBS) used as a polariser, to control the initial state before input into the chip. Down conversion
in the nonlinear bismuth borate (BiEO) yields degenerate photon pairs (808nm, filtered with 2nm
full width, half maximum interference filters, IF) collected into polarisation maintaining fibres
(PMF). See appendix for furth r detail. (b) Two copies of the quantum walk unitary are realised
byacces ing the TE and TM modes of the polarisation preserving waveguide. Three input modes
of the array are us d in the experiment (-1,0,1) accessed via waveguide bends that fan to a pitch
of 250/-Lm and butt-coupled to an array of PMF. Output is accessed via a fan of waveguide from
the coupling region to a pitch of 125/-Lm. (c) The detection scheme consists of five PBS and single
photon counting module (SPCM) pairs. PMF coupled to the chip launch the output photons
onto each PBS which separates TE and TM modes guided in the waveguide. The two outputs of
each PBS are collected into multi-mode fibre (MMF) coupled to SPCM for correlated detection
via counting electronics.
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focusing on polarisation maintaining fibres. A typical two-photon count rate of
50kHz was measured directly from the source with two rv 60% efficient SPCM.
For a coherent input state, arrival time of the two photons at the input of the
waveguide array is made identical via characterisation with a Hong-Ou-Mandel
experiment [65].
Two sets of correlation matrices were measured for the two pairs of input with
maximum quantum interference overlap in the waveguide array [54]: Immediate
neighbouring waveguides in the centre of the array (j, k) = (-1, 0) and waveguides
(j, k) = (-1,1) with vacuum state in waveguide O. The resulting correlation
matrices with I1.t entry given by coincidental detection of respectively horizontal
and vertical polarised photons at outputs sand t for input (-1,0) is given in
Fig. 8.4. Five cases are displayed for respectively ¢ = 0, 1r / 4, 1r/2, 31r / 4, 1r for both
experimental measurement (left: (a), (c), (e), (g), (i» and the ideal distribution
given by r~,t in equation (8.6) (right: (b), (d), (f), (h), (j)). We observe the
expected bunching behaviour of bosons for ¢ = 0 which is contrasted with the
observation of the Pauli-exclusion in the diagonal elements of the matrix for ¢ = n.
We note that a form of exclusion on the diagonal entries Pj,j would also occur for
experiments with hard core bosons, but the remaining correlation matrix would
still be dependent upon </>. The spectrum of phase 0 < ¢ < 1r exhibits a variable
Pauli-exclusion and a continuous transition between simulation of Bose-Einstein
and Fermi-Dirac quantum interference.
The correlation matrices P!,t for the input (-1,1) is given in Fig. 8.5 with
experimental measurements displayed (left: (a), (c), (e), (g), (I) together with
the ideal distributions for a range of particle statistics (right: (b), (d), (f), (h),
(j» ranging from Boson to Fermion for the phases ¢ = 0, 1r /4, 1r /2, 31r /4, n, Unlike
the -1 and 0 input for </> = 0 bunching behaviour was not as prevalent over
other populations of the correlation matrix: we observed the expected correlation
behaviour [76] for this input. As we varied </>, we observed transition between
simulation of Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac quantum interference.
Agreement between an ideal model that assumes a perfect device and experi-
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Figure 8.4: Experimental simulation of particle statistics correlation functions for input (-1,
0). Experimental correlation matrices (left: a,c,e,g,i) for simulating quantum interference of
non-interacting particle pairs with five different particle statistics. Ideal correlation matrices
for this experiment are plotted (right: b,d,f,h,j) using equation (8.12). The data ranges from
corresponding to Bose-Einstein statistics (¢ = 0, (a,b)) through fractional statistics (¢ = 1[/4,
(c,d); ¢ = 1[/2, (e,f); ¢ = 31l-j4, (g,h)) to Fermi-Dirac statistics (¢ = 1[, (i,j))_ (k) The correlation
matrices are displayed as normalised probability distributions with white for probability Pi~j = 0
and black for p<P, = 1. Solid coloured squares represent measured correlations. Coincidence ratest,]
are corr cted for relative detection efficiency.
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Figure 8_5: Experimental simulation of particle statistics corr lation functi n for input (-1,
1) with data laid out as for Fig. 8.4_
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Phase, ¢ S (%) for input (-1,0) S (%) for input (-1,1)
0 95.8 ± 0.6 90.9 ± 0.5
IT/4 95.2 ± 0.7 93.6 ± 0.6
IT/2 94.1 ± 0.7 93.5 ± 0.6
3IT/4 94.4 ± 0.7 94.1 ± 0.6
IT 91.6 ± 0.7 92.7 ± 0.6
Table 8.1: Similarity S for each experimental simulation of particle quantum interference with
parameter </>, for input (-1,0) given in Fig. 8.4 and input (-1,1) given in Fig. 8.5.
mental measurement is quantified in Table 8.1 using the similarity (5) between the
ideal correlation matrix r- and the measured distribution of detection statistics
t». defined [54] by 5= O:::i,j rt.j~~j)2/L'i,j rt.j Li,j ~~j; a generalisation of the
average (classical) fidelity between two probability distributions that ranges from
0% (anti-correlated distributions) to 100% for complete agreement. The temporal
modes of the two inputs were also made distinguishable by relative delay of the
photon pairs to outside of the coherence time. This allowed physical simulation of
the classical correlations re = IAs,jAt,kI2 + IAs,kAt,sI2 that are independent of par-
ticle statistics. For these measurements, we found agreement with the ideal model
of 5= 97.4±0.7% and 5= 97.5±0.6% for inputs (-1,0) and (-1,1) respectively.
Our results indicate Aa and Ab are near identical while keeping crosstalk between
horizontal and vertical polarisation to a minimum. While non perfect similarity
(5 = 100%) in Table 8.1 is attributed to non-perfect entanglement generation,
this level of agreement between the ideal case and measurement indicates accu-
rate quantum simulation of arbitrary quantum interference in a uniform coupled
oscillator hamiltonian.
8.5 Discussion
We have shown that the the algebra for certain entanglement evolving according to
some operation A directly maps onto the quantum interference of indistinguishable
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particles in one copy of A with a direct correspondence between a single phase pa-
rameter of the entangled input and to the exchange statistics of quantum particles.
This can be considered as an analogue quantum simulation of arbitrary quantum
interference.
We have experimentally demonstrated this idea using post-selected polarisation
entangled photons, undergoing evolution in a quantum walk unitary, which can also
be interpreted as two entangled continuous time quantum walks 1. Furthermore,
the fermion simulation directly maps to the dynamics of two excit at ions in a spin- ~
chain consisting of ten sites: Using the Jordan Wigner transformation. excitations
correspond to fermion creation operators and the vacuum to the ground state of
each spin [180]. Our simulation of arbitrary fractional exchange statistics opens
the way to a range of anyon quantum interference phenomena and compliments
recent work using optics to study fixed fractional phase in Kitaev's Hamiltonian
[181, 182].
We have theoretically shown that this approach generalises to simulating an
arbitrary number of particles, using qudit entanglement. Furthermore, we have
shown that the required state can in principle be generated with a circuit of con-
trolled operations that scales polynomially in N. The ability to simulate arbitrary
particle statistics also has immediate applications, using photons guided in inher-
ently stable three-dimensional waveguide architecture [53]for example for quantum
chemistry [183] and in combinatorics where exchange statistics have been shown
to alter graph topology [157].
The method we report is not reliant on using polarisation and can be applied to
any quantum process realisable with linear optics [92]. The entangled state, either
generated deterministically or via post-selection, could be encoded in time-bin
[184]or interferometrically stable path with reconfigurable waveguide circuitry [46].
Entanglement can be applied as described here to simulate large scale quantum
1A similar experiment using two polarisation entangled photons in a discrete time quantum




interference of arbitrary quantum particles with quantum platforms outside of
photonics.
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In this thesis, I have presented the theoretical model, the setup details and results
of a range of quantum photonics experiments in integrated waveguide optics that
I have performed with collaborators during my PhD studies. Here the key results
of the entire thesis are summarised. This is followed with an outlook to future
research in the same area.
9.1 Key results
At the end of each chapter, I have included relevant discussion that puts the results
of the chapter into context with respect to the field at large. The key results of
the thesis are collected together here.
1. Quantum interference in directly laser written waveguides. In chap-
ter 3, we have shown that the rapid prototyping direct laser writing technique
is capable of fabricating waveguide circuits suitable for quantum optical ex-
periments. By observing high quantum interference visibility in the Hong-
Ou-Mandel experiment using a range of directional couplers (Vmax = 96%),
we have confirmed that all of the properties of guided single photons re-
mains virtually unchanged. Furthermore, by testing for quantum interfer-
ence in a range of reflectivity couplers we show that that the technique is
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largely repeatable. We further perform a three photon generalisation of the
Hong-Ou-Mandel effect.
2. Demonstration of a compiled version of Shor's algorithm to factor-
ize 15. We used multiple directional couplers in a lithographically fabricated
architecture (silica-on-silicon) to realise a simple quantum logic circuit that
uses two linear optical two-qubit logic gates. This demonstration served as
a benchmark of the complexity of quantum circuits achievable at t he time
with waveguide directional couplers.
3. Quantum interference in reconfigurable waveguide circuitry. We
demonstrated a building block for realising fully reconfigurable linear optical
circuits by performing multiple Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments in a waveguide
Mach Zehnder Interferometer, used as a reconfigurable beam splitter.
4. Manipulation of entangled states of light using a reconfigurable
waveguide interferometer. We demonstrated the capacity for integrated
optics to manipulate entangled states of light suitable for quantum metrol-
ogy, by observing super-resolved interference fringes of post-selected two-
and four-photon NOON states with visibility sufficient to beat the standard
quantum limit.
5. Realisation of a scheme [115] for heralding photon number-path
entanglement. We tested the projective measurement of two auxiliary
photons after quantum interference of four- and six-photons in a waveguide
circuit to herald the generation of respectively two- and four-photon NOON
states. The circuit included a variable phase shift (necessary for the six-
photon experiment) which we used to verify the heralded generation of a
four photon, maximally entangled state that is predicted to be resilient to
(balanced) loss, compared to NOON states.
6. Two photon quantum walks. Starting from the model of correlated two
photon continuous time quantum walks [76J, we proved theoretically that two
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photon quantum interference in a planar waveguide array of size N simulates
the continuous time quantum walk of one particle moving around a graph
of size N2; this generalises to performing a quantum walk of n particles to
simulate a quantum walk on a n dimensional graph of size O(Nn). We also
reported experimental results of a two-photon continuous time quantum walk
in a waveguide array.
7. Simulation of quantum interference of particles with arbitrary statis-
tics using entanglement. We reported a rigorous theory that the be-
haviour of certain entanglement exactly maps onto the behaviour of two
particles undergoing quantum interference in an arbitrary mode transfor-
mation. This is directly controlled by a single phase parameter that maps
onto the exchange symmetry of the simulated particles. We generalised this
idea to simulate an arbitrary number of particles using entangled qudits and
we provide a circuit for generating the required entanglement that scales
polynomially in the number of particles generated.
8. Experimental simulation of quantum interference of bosons, fermions
and fractional quasiparticles in the intermediate regime. Following
our derived theory (above), we use polarisation entangled photons launched
into a waveguide array to realise two entangled quantum walks in the TE
and TM modes of the array, whose correlated behaviour exactly maps onto
the correlated quantum interference quantum walks of two identical bosons,
fermions. We control the phase of our entanglement to realise behaviour
intermediate between these two classes.
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9.2 Outlook
Our initial quantum interference results in directly laser written waveguide circuits
[43],open the way to realising more complex quantum optical devices. Rapid pro-
totyping of integrated quantum photonic circuits can in principle be achieved with
ultrafast laser system as a viable alternative to using state-of-the-art semiconduc-
tor processing facilities. In particular, directly laser written waveguide circuits
are amenable to integration with more complex laser machined components, in-
cluding micro-fluidic channels [185]: this may provide accurate refractive index
measurement of biological samples using non-classical states of light for example.
One of the key features of directly written waveguides is the fabrication of three
dimensional structures (for example [53]) and has led to the recent result of a two
photon quantum walk in a three-dimensional ring structure [55]. Together. with
the ability to simulate arbitrary quantum particle exchange statistics [56] (chap-
ter 8), this technology could for example be applied to studying multi-particle
quantum walks with Fermi-Dirac statistics on two-dimensional graphs [157] and
for analogue quantum simulation of idealised solid state systems such spin chains
[156].
The results of chapters 4 and 5 of manipulating quantum information on chip
[46]and for performing simple quantum logic [54]indicate the suitability for realis-
ing large scale reconfigurable circuits based on nested interferometers and variable
phase shifts. Realising such circuits with even a small number of phase shifts will
allow for example state and process tomography of path encoded circuitry, directly
on chip. It should be noted that cross talk between thermal phase shifts is likely to
be an effect in more complex circuits, and by the very fact that the phase shift takes
place via heating, simultaneous application of multiple heaters may likely cause
miss-alignment with input and output optical fibres. The telecommunications in-
dustry has, however, demonstrated 32 x 32 silica based optical switches for exam-
ple, in a nested interferometer network consisting of O( 103) thermal phase shifters
[111]; this indicates large scale quantum circuits can be realised with thermo op-
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tics. With regards to speed, the state of the art in thermal shifting is O( 102)ns
[186]. This is certainly suitable for reconfigurable quantum circuits [92] and for
multiplexed down conversion schemes [187, 188]. Schemes requiring higher switch-
ing rates are likely to use other material systems. Lithium niobate, for example,
exhibits an electrooptic property that allows sub-nanosecond switching rates. This
is more suited to 'feed forward' schemes that require fast optical switching (condi-
tional on certain detection outcomes) such as cluster-state quantum computation
schemes currently implemented in bulk optics [189].
Of course, the general quantum behaviour of photons demonstrated in chapters
3,4 and 5 can be (and have been) observed in bulk optical circuits. One challenge
is to now realise quantum optical circuits that, through harnessing the inherent
stability and complexity achievable with integrated quantum circuits, will allow
quantum optical experiments to be performed that cannot be achieved by other
means. This ranges from building integrated quantum circuits constructed from
phase shifters and directional couplers in large nested interferometer structures,
to exploring novel photonic components that do not have a simple bulk optical
analogue. One such architecture is the evanescently coupled waveguide array, re-
ported in chapters 7 and 8 to perform ordered quantum walk operations. Through
their inherent stability, integrated optics allow straight forward methods for path
encoded higher dimensional systems-the two photon quantum walk experiment
of chapter 7 is equivalent to unitary rotation of an 231-level qudit (see Fig. 7.4(b)).
Controlling the individual parameters of the waveguide arrays will allow a multi-
tude of quantum photonic behaviour to be observed.
Waveguide arrays have allowed us to test with a complex unitary operation the
idea that arbitrary quantum particle statistics can be simulated with entangle-
ment for an arbitrary mode transformation. Our experimental demonstration uses
polarisation entanglement, which according to our scheme is limited to simulating
only two particles. However, time-bin or path entangled states of multiple qudits
will allow quantum simulation of more particles.
In this thesis, we have used integrated optics purely for realising circuitry,
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which have provided encouraging results that verify integrated optics as a suitable
platform for performing photonic quantum information circuits. The true poten-
tial, however, of integration will only be reached when it is possible to integrate
components such as single photon sources, single photon detectors together with
waveguide circuitry. Multiplexed downcoversion sources [187] using for example
periodically poled lithium niobate [190] may provide one viable route to generat-
ing high photon number sources: such a scheme will benefit from integration with
avalanche photo diode detectors [191] or superconducting detectors [192]. Inte-
gration with photon sources and detectors on the whole are immediate goals for
the field and will further increase practicality and physical scalability of quan-
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